300 turn out for Midnight
Peek through the jail bars to
Madness, basket ball
catch the Student Conduct
season is herel
Board stats through October 91
See sports, page 23
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Approval of
marine grant
rides on Bush

Police actions outrag e
Young Drive residents
By John Doherty
TNH Staff

By Alan J. Keays
TNH Staff
The only thing standing between a $2
million marine engineering research grant and
the University of Ne.w Hampshire is the signature of President George Bush.
The grant, proposed by Senator Warren
Rudman, R-New Hampshire, was approved by
both houses of Congress as part of the State,
Justice Commerce Bill for the fiscal year 1992.
According to Paul Jacobson, a spokesman
for Rudman, the bill is now on Bush's desk
awaiting his signature for approval, which is
expected soon.
"The Senator believes that the University
of New Hampshire is a first rate educational
institution which has achieved national recognition in the areas of marine and space sciences," Jacobson said.
"The$ 2 million grant to UNH will be
used to enhance marine research and educa-

~;...;....;..~~....::......................~..:...;..;.._........._.........,....-.......:;______.
tional activities," Jacobson said in a phone interview
from Rudman 's Senate office in Washington. "We
believe it will probably be used to construct a new
marine building."
Rudman is hoping the president acts quickly to
sign the bill so that a facility could be operational by
1992-1993, Jacobson said.
"The size of the grant is very large," said James
Stewart, interim vicepresidentofresearch. "This reflects
the high quality of our marine research."
Stewart said that if the bill is approved, it would be
the second year the marine research department has

Grant, page 2

It was sometime after midnight
Saturday when the State Police
stormed Bob Parsons' room. According to Parsons, as he lay sleeping
in his upstairs bedroom of22 Young
Drive, three police officers gruffly
opened his door, shined a light in
his face and began yelling.
"You yeilin' out the window?
You want to start something?"
Parsons said they asked him.
Later Parsons learned the police were responding to a yell from
the second floor of his house. A
roommate, who like many others
on Young Drive spent upwards of
an hour in the cold, barred from
entering the neighborhood by a
police barricade, had shouted at
eight police officers after arriving
home.

"He yelled, 'This sucks. It's unAmerican'," said Parsons.
It was then that police entered
the house where 20 to 25 students
were gathered. Police told students,
"If you want to start something, we' 11
finish it," according to Parsons.
Talk of the blockade and tales of
police harassment over the Homecoming weekend dominated conversation on Young Drive this week. The
tales have caught the ear of Tammy
Smith, a junior Student Senator who
chairs the Judicial Affairs Council of
the Senate.
"We're trying to get students in
the neighborhood to write down exactly what happened to them ... and
we 're investigating the legality of
what they (the police) did. We want
to know who called the State Police
and what their orders were," said
Smith.

Police, page 2

University wants to buy
Clark House for $140,000
Trustees 'appropriate funds for sale
By David Clement
TNH Staff
The Board ofTrustees took steps yesterday
toward realizing its long term plans for redei signing the campus by setting aside funds to
purchase a $140,000 section of property.
The property, Clark House, is located near
Health Services at 19 Rosemary Lane. The
University needs the house because its location
· g mr p . • .o ~
..~ utu~
..................................-....................._.........'""""' is crucial to remodeling a section of the cam......,......,......._........~_.......;;._..........._.....,._....,......_________c.......,.

Students For ho1ce
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By Tareah Fischer
TNH Staff
The group of 15 women listened to
their leader. One woman groaned. Another looked upset. A third buried her
face in her hands. All seemed worried
about the future.
The group, Students For Choice,
had just learned that Clarence Thomas,

whose views on abortion have been
questioned, was appointed to the Supreme Court. They met Tuesday night
to try to figure out ways to keep abortion legal in New Hampshire.
"We have a long night ahead of us,"
said Students For Choice organizer
Jennifer Nye.
Nye said a New Hampshire law

Choice, page 2

pus. Clark House is located on one of two
privately owned tracts ofland which have been
designatedaspurchasi ngprioritiesbythetrus tees. Both properties are surrounded by land
owned by the University . The houses around
Clark House have wooden frames and are
therefore unsuitable because they need to be
repaired more often, said Victor Azzi, director
of Campus Planning.
The buildings aren't designed to be residences for more than one family, or offices. In
order to remodel those houses, the University
has to buy Clark House, Azzi said. The property
is necessary to design ~ workable drainage
system for the area, he said.

UNH President Dale Nitzschke said that
the immediacy surrounding the purchase was
justified because UNH has been waiting to buy
the property. "An opportunity like this seldomly
comes along," he said.
"Clearly, we'd rather direct those funds to
other places, but you've got to act when an
opportunity like this arises," Nitzschke said.
AlthoughAzzi said the acquisition of Clark
House is crucial to long term planning for the
campus's physical appearance, some have
questioned the priorities of the administration.
"There is a definite immediacy to other
issues on campus," said Leah Schmalzbauer, a
member of the Progressive Student Network.
"The library is falling apart, educational programs are being cut in certain majors, and day
care has been de-funded."
"I think that there should be some deep
investigation into whether or not this [purchase]
should be a top priority," Schmalzbauer said.
By acquiring Clark House, the University
has created an opportunity to increase its income,
according to Nitzschke. The property will attract
more students and their tuition checks by improving UNH's appearance, Nitzschke said.

House, page 4
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•Young Drive residents angered by blockade
From page 1
Durham Police Chief Paul
Gowen said State Police always
assist Durham police at Homecoming as do the Keene and Plymouth police departments. He said
Young Drive has been blocked
before.
"In my experience, it's not
uncommon to have 1,500 to 2,000.
people down there," said Gowen.
"I've had officers injured down
there-kicked in the face or whatever. We wanted to avoid a confrontation, so I made the decision
to stop it."
Smith said she has contacted
three quarters of the residents of
the neighborhood and has received
reports of "obnoxious and rude"
behavior of police at the barricade
and on the street, where an estimated 30 officers patrolled.
Once she has collected all the
testimony, Smith said she will
decide how to confront police officials.
Gowen said he, too, has received complaints from students,
mainly those who were unable to
enter their apartments. Of the incident at 22 Young Drive Gowen
said, "There was an incident where
someone shouted· an obscenity at
some officers: That's a violation.
Theywenttothedoor,itwasahotpursuit thing. Just because you
close the door doesn't mean it's
over."
Smith said students have
complained that police were

peering into house windows and
l}arassing students at a makeshift
barricade.
According to Smith and other
student reports, police went door
to door at about 9 p.m. Saturday
night and told residents they were
"cracking down." Shortly thereafter police cruisers blocked the
Route 108 entrance to Young drive
and would not allow students to
leave or enter the neighborhood
whether on foot or in a car.
Students were only able to
enter if they could prove they were
a resident with a copy of their
lease, Smith said. They then had to
prove they were the person on the
lease. Students complain they were
turned away from their houses
because they did not have a lease
with them.
"But who carries a lease in
their back pocket?" said Smith.
Smith complained that the
safety of students and their guests
was compromised.
"There were relatives and
friends who weren't allowed back
in, many of whom were drinking
and over 21, who were forced to
get in their car and leave," said
Smith.
Smith was particularly concerned about the female Young
Drive residents who, once turned
away from the street, walked back
to campus alone.
"I think police are supposed
to provide safety," said Smith.

"And that just doesn't do it."
But Gowen said public safety
was his primary concern.
"Early in the evening there
were some parties going on in individual apartments and it wasn't
a problem," said Gowen. "But then
later we saw multiple large groups
of people heading toward Young
Drive. We decided to shut it down.
It's something we do whenever we
anticipate large parties where there
is going to be drinking."
A town official was contacted
with a list of residents to aid in
discovering who lived there and
who didn't, Gowen said.
Sometime around 12:30 that·
night the barricade was lowered.
Young Drive has, in recent
weeks, become a point of friction
between the town of Durham and
the students who live there. An
increase in the number of noise
and disturbance complaints from
bordering neighbors has resulted
in increased patrols in the studentrented neighborhood.
"People get arrested down
here all the time," said Parsons."
It's no joke. It's gotten really strict.
It's hard for anyone who's the least
bit social. I wouldn't live here next

year."
Gowen said a blockade isn't
something he'd choose every
weekend, but noted that there were
"significantly fewer" arrests on
Young Drive this year than last

year.

.•Grant proposed for marine programs
From page 1
received a grant of this size from the federal
government. Last year, the grant was used for
marine biology research. This year, if approved, it
will be used for research involving marine engineering.
Marine engineering is a very diverse field,
said D. Richard Blidberg, associate director of
Marine Systems Engineering Laboratory. The
field involves the building of structures that work
and stand in the oceans, like bridges and oil platforms.
"Marine engineering involves everything from
an understanding of the ocean bottom to how to
build systems robotics," Blidberg said.

Blidberg said the grant will have a "big impact" in
the marine engineering program. Some of the money
from the grant will probably be used to provide some
kind of facilities for undergraduate marine research, he
said.
When asked where he thought the new facility
might be located, Blidberg said it would be "somewhere
awfully close to campus, maybe somewhere on the
other side of the railroad tracks."
The grant was first proposed by Rudman in a
Senate Appropriations sub-committee that finances the
budget for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
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sophomores (Amy Kinsella photo).

lex Porter, a senior, gets a massage from eacoast Massage Therapy's Els
,Hagberg at the Health and Wellness Fair on Wednesday (Amy Kinsella
.__
___,
photo) .

_______________________

•Group organizes
committees, events
From page 1
making abortion illegal, adopted
in 1848, needs to be replaced
with a law legalizing abortion in
the state.
If Roe v. Wade is overturned,
the law would go into effect and
abortion would become illegal
in New Hampshire, according to
Nye.
"We have to concentrate on
New Hampshire to make sure
that abortion won't become illegal here," Nye said.
A publicity committee was
established to stimulate campus
awareness about keeping abortion legal.
"We are not trying to persuade people who are anti-choice
that they should join our movement," Nye said. "We're trying
to reach people that are prochoice and inactive."
Students For Choice, with
41 members, now has a coordinator to report the latest news
pertaining to abortion.
A major part of the group's
activities include sponsoring
events for students and
fundraising.
Students For Choice has
organized events such as an
abortion debate set to take place
on April 13 of next year. Plans
for speakers this November are
also in the works. The group
hopes to bring in journalism
professor Sue Hertz, author of
the book Caught In The
Crossfire, a b~hind-the-scenes
look at a women's health clinic
that performs abortions. They
also want to have Gary Gilmore,
the state legislator who proposed
the resolution asking New
Hampshire to test the abortion
pill RU-486, speak at UNH.
The Students For Choice organization tries to reach students
through its weekly bake sales
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the

MUB.
First-year member Gretchen
Grappone said she joined the group
because she supports "safe and legal
abortions and because a woman
should have control over her own
body."

CHOICE
Grappone, a sophomore, said
she feels two of the group's more
important current efforts are a raffle
to raise money for the Feminist Health
Center of Portsmouth and increase
membership from a seemingly apathetic student body.
According to Nye, the Feminist
Health Center is one of two clinics
that offer abortions in the state. All
other services are provided by private doctors.
"Everyone should have equal
reproductive rights and no one should
lose them," second-year member
Fedra Pouideh said about her inspiration to join Students For Choice.
Pouideh encourages students to
write to the legislators with their
concerns.
Freshman Casey Marker said
she joined because "it is very important to protect women's reproductive
rights."
"We 're trying to educate people
about the rights women should have
through rallies, debates, and speakers," Marker said.
The organization has been on
campus for two years.
"We started in the fall of 1989,
after the Webster Rule, which stated
that states could decide whether to
restrict a woman's access to abortion
services," Nye said.
"Access is the key to abortion's
legality," Nye said. "Without access,
the law means nothing."
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Arnesen says students are an asset to the state
Concentrates on education and taxes in her speech at UNH on Tuesday
By Linnea Anderson
TNH Staff
She wanted people's input as
much as she wanted people to listen to her.
Deborah Amie Arnesen, a potential 1992 Democratic gubernatorial candidate, said she wanted
critical feedback on her views
concerning education and taxes.
"You are not going to agree
with everything I say. I'm not going to apologize for what I say it's what I am. What is winning if
you have to lie?" said Arnesen.
Arnesen, an eight-year New
Hampshire legislator from Orford,
spoke Tuesday to an audience of
about 50 people in the Horton
Social Science Center. Her visit
was sponsored by the Progressive

Student Network (PSN), the
Democratic Student Organization,
and the Concerned University
Employees.
Arnesen said she realizes every aspect of New Hampshire is
being affected by the struggling
economy. She discussed her beliefs
about New Hampshire and its attitude toward education.
"The University System
knows what it's like to tighten the
belt" concerning finances,Amesen
said. Right now, the state thinks of
students as a liability, she said.
Students are an asset, not a liability, to the state, Arnesen said.
"I want to create a mutual
society where we look upon each
otherasassets," Arnesen said about
the relationship between the University and the state.
She said the state should tap

into the talent of the students.
Arnesen said she did not like the
lack of funding for education in
New Hampshire.
Arnesen expressed her concern toward early education. "It's
the pits," she said. "As a state, we
have a responsibility to intervene
in the early years, to help create a
positiveenvironmentforstudents."
Arnesen bases much of her
campaign on the need to restructure the tax structure in New
Hampshire by adding an income
tax. She said she does not agree
with the tax structure the way it is
now.
"The property tax is a stupid
kind of taxation when it's your
major taxation. We need an income
tax to relieve the property tax."
"I see taxes as a good social
policy," Arnesen said. "Taxes are

an investment."
Arnesen gave grim statistics
about the state. She said the state
taxes its poor at three times the rate
of the rich, and the middle class is
taxed at twice the rate of the rich.
New Hampshire is ranked 50th in
the United States in aid to education and per capita contributions
to its state colleges and universities. New Hampshire also has the
third highest property taxes in the
country, she said.
Arnesen said she does not
think a sales tax should be instiluted in New Hampshire. She said
there is not much left to tax besides
food, clothing, and various appliances.
"We derive tremendous retail
activity" by not having a sales tax,
Arnesen said. She referred to the
lack of a sales tax as "our gold."

"We have a long, slender state
surrounded by sales tax states,"
Arnesen said. "We get border
jumpers on a daily basis."
Being a New Hampshire state
Representative for eight years,
Arnesen said, "I've learned about
New Hampshire through New
Hampshire's eyes. What motivates
me is that I want to make it better."
Jim Manning, president of the
Democratic Student Organization,
said "I think that she is a dynamic
candidate." He said events like
these are a time for Arnesen to
"test the water" and get feedback
from the public.
Shawn Landry, a PSN member, said "She was preaching to the
crowd that supported her anyway.
I think that she's optimistic and
that's great."

Open Forum concentrates on class scheduling
By Katherine Dorr
TNH Staff
Only about 20 administrators and students came together to discuss the new
proposed schedule, which calls for90 minute
classes on Wednesday and Friday afternoons.
The new class scheduling was the major
topic during the Open Forum held in the
Strafford Room Tuesday afternoon.
The schedule calls for hour-long classes
Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings.
In addition, 90 minute classes would be
held Wednesday and Friday afternoons, and
all day on Tuesday and Thursday. The Forum/Meeting ti~e would be Mondays between 12:30-2 p.m., and common exam
times would be held on Mondays 2-3:30
p.m. and 3-5 p.m.
"We need to form a plan that people are
comfortable with," said StuartPalmer,dean
of the College of Liberal Arts. He said a
schedule must be created that is better than
the present.
Many believe the main problem is class
access within the schedule. Walter Eggers,
provost and vice president for Academic
Affairs, saidsomething must be done to solve
the problem of trying to get classes.
"We have to do better than we have
done," Eggers said.
He said there will be a percentage of
people who are unable to attend classes at
certain times because of conflicts such as
work and day care. According to Eggers, the
whole schedule must be examined, and the
entire week must be used in order to accommodate everyone.
Sarah Thompson, a member of the
Student Senate, said she believes students
. will not want or be able to take classes on
Friday afternoons.
Marie ·Garland, University Relations
chairperson for the Student Senate, believes
a change must be made locally, but it must
not be a drastic change. To continue with
the present schedule with minor changes
would be good, but major changes would
cause as many problems as present, she

Stuart Palmer, dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Marie Garland, University Relations chair
for the Student Senate are amon articipants at the O en Forum (Mara Fitzpatrick hoto).
said.
Neil Lubow, associate vice president
for Academic Affairs, said the administration needs more input from students.
"Do you want it or don't you?" Lubow
asked.
Ken S tremsky, a senior, suggested that
in the future, student voting should be offered
in order to get a clear consensus of what the
student body wants. He said not many students wish to get up before an audience to
speak their views.
Other topics at the Forum included a
discussion of modifications to the newly
renovated A-Lot.
Garland said the lot would be more
organized if there were arrows directing
traffic in and out of the parking lot The
arrows, she feels, would decrease the prob-

lem of driving down a dead end row when
trying to exit the parking lot. A suggestion
was made to letter the rows, which would
make it easier to find cars.
The future of ·registration was also
brought up at the forum.
Student Body Vice President Sue Reid
asked if registration in the future would be
held in New Hampshire Hall.
Jim Wolf, associate registrar, said registration will be held for one day in New
Hampshire Hall.
According to Bob Berry, manager of
Business Operations, the field house procedure was not possible to accomplish in two
days. The lines were too long, and there was
difficulty in dealing with the financial problems of students quickly.
The first day was set aside specifically

for clearing freshman of all bills but because of poor communication, many upperclassmen tried to pay their bills on the first
day, causing many more lines, Berry said.
Berry said the registrar still "needs to
work out the kinks," of registration and that
they are always open to suggestion. They
are also considering extending the registrars office hours from 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
during registration time.
The present situation on Young Drive
was also addressed. According to Dan
DiBiasio, interim vice president for Student
Affairs, a letter has been issued to all residents on Young Drive in order to establish a
neighborhood watch. He said the watch is
an effort to work with residents more and to
improve community relations.
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light on college life for
women on campus
ences. It gives helpful hints to freshman, such as "Don't wear high heels,
don't carry a pocketbook and don't
look both ways when crossing Main
For first-year fem ale students Street."
who suffer through the disappointTess Brigham, a freshman cast
ment of not getting mail or having to member, agrees that all the issues
deal with a difficult roommate, Fresh discussed are "all the things you can
Voices, a play written especially for relate to."
incoming women, may have the an"It shows that you 're not
alone," Brigham said.
swer.
The first showing of the play in
Fresh Voices is part of an outthe Paul Creative Arts Center Mon- reach program sponsored by the
day night drew an audience that was President's Commission on the
introduced to issues, such as home- Status of Women and supported by
sickness, sexual assault, alcohol, self- several campus organizations, inesteem and relationships.
cluding the Office of Health EducaAccording to Cindy Cohen, co- tion and Promotion, Health Services,
ordinator of the President's Commis- residential programs, the department
sion on the Status of Women, the play ofTheater and Dance and SHARPP.
is based on stories collected from
According to Cohen, the idea
sophomore, junior, and senior stu- came up last year when students,
dents. -The goal of the plays, said faculty and and staff suggested
Cohen, is "to encourage freshmen finding a way to reach out to freshwomen to listen to their own voices. men women on campus.
We want them to understand that
A planning committee was put
they're not alone."
together consisting of the theater
"You find yourself in a campus department, SHARPP, residential
full of people with so many stories to programs and Kathleen Gildeatell - and each voice is part of the Dinzeo, associate directorofHealth
story we create together and ~one, as Services and member of the
well as we can, " said the final lines of Woman's Commission.
the play.
___
Gildea-Dinzeo saw the idea as
Susan Kisslinger, playwright, "another opportunity to talk to
performer, songwriter, director, mu- women about UNH," and this year
sician and teacher at UNH, took the idea became a reality. The name
stories collected from upperclass "Fresh Voices" came about because
women about their first year at UNH. there are "so many voices around us
Kisslinger then created a play that and it's the voice within that we
uses songs and dialogue to speak to need to get in touch with," she said.
the freshmen.
So far, feedback from students
"We thought it would be a great has been positive.
,
way to bring people together,"
Marcie Dawson, a freshman
Kisslinger said.
who attended Monday night's perThe seven-member cast, all formance, called the play "realismembers of the UNH community,
tic." She said the reason she went
worked together to present a collec- was "just to see if it was the same
tion of skits that explored a variety of year after year for everyone."
issues that affect first year college
"It's good to know everyone
students.
feels the same way I do, " Jen
"We wanted to have a lot of fun Mlocek, a freshman, said.
and still have a message," said Kristin
Cohen said that although the
Wallace, cast member and an RA in play is designed for first-year stuHetzel Hall.
dents, everyone is welcome. FolAccording to cast members, the lowing the play will be discussions
play is beneficial because it presents put together by the Woman's Comthe issues in a light-hearted manner, mission and the staff of residential
but gets the message out that every- programs.
one goes through the same experiBy Kimberly O'Brien
TNH Staff

•UNH seeks to buy
Clark house, property
From page 1
The money that has been approved for the purchase comes from
the University's unrestricted fund
reserves, which can be used to purchase what the board sees as necessary following a recommendation by
the President.
Student Trustee Matt Newland
said he was concerned that the students currently living in Clark House

be allowed to remain living in their
house.
By purchasing the house, the
University assumes responsibility
for any existing contracts, according to Azzi. The students will be
allowed to live in Clark House until
their lease runs out at the end of the
school year.

Thomas Confirmed
By 52-48 Vote
The Senate on Tuesday night approved Judge Clarence Thomas' nomination to the
Supreme Court by an approval margin of 4 votes, the narrowest in the court's history.
Thomas will be sworn in next week and will be the fifth strongly conservative member
to join the court since
The decision follows five days of public hearings and bitter
debate over charges of sexual harassment made against him py a former aide, Anita Hill.
An Oklahoma state legislator is trying to have Hill fired from her job as a law professor
at the University of Oklahoma. In a letter to the University president, he said she is a "leftwing extremist influence" who doesn't belong on campus. Hill has said she is satisfied
that her testimony has increased awareness of sexual harassment. President Bush is
happy with the decision but criticized the proceedings, saying they should have taken
place in a closed session.

1981.

Gunman kills 22 and self In
Texas restaurant
On Wednesday, a man smashed a pickup truck through a window ofLuby's Cafeteria in
Killeen, Texas, then began shooting at people with a semi-automatic pistol. The man,
who has been identified as 35-year old George Hennard, killed 22 people, wounded
dozens more, and committed suicide after being wounded by police. One witness said
the man jumped out of the truck, said, "This is what Bell County has done to me," and
started shooting at people who were waiting in line for lunch. Other witnesses say he
reloaded his pistol several times and was firing "as fast as he could pull the trigger". This
was the deadliest mass shooting in US history.

Baker Working On Mid
East Peace Talks
Secretary of State James Baker was in Syria on Wednesday for talks with President Hafez
Assad, who said that Syria would attend the peace conference proposed for later this
month. But unless Israel is willing to give up its occupied territories in ·the Golan Heights,
West Bank and Gaza Strip, Syria will not attend a later phase of talks with other Arab
states and Israel to resolve regional problems, such as water rights. On Thursday, Baker
flew to Israel for talks with Israeli officials and Palestinians. One of the issues he has to
deal with is Israel's demand that the Palestine Liberation Organization have no role in
the talks. Baker was in Jordan on Monday to try to get the Palestinians to organize a nonPLO joint delegation with Jordan, but only PLO members showed up at the meeting.

Supreme Court Hears
Abortion Case
A Bush Administration lawyer told the Supreme Court on Wednesday that opposition to
abortion is not the equivalent of discrimination against women. Therefore, the Klu Klux
Klan Act, a
statute which bans conspiracies against the constitutional rights of
certain groups of people, does not apply to abortion clinic blockades. This act has often
been used by judges to keep clinics open during such blockades. The Bush Administration has joined forces with the anti-abortion group Operation Rescue in arguing a case
from Virginia over whether the Ku Klux Klan Actis applicable in that situation. A lawyer
for the Virginia abortion clinic said that states need federal help in handling abortion
protests, but the Bush Administration said that state courts should deal with these
protests.

1871

Burmese Opposition Leader
Wins Nobel Peace Prize

1991

1989

On Monday, the
Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to Aung San Suu Kyi, the leader
of opposition to the Burmese military government. She was arrested in
after
leading a nonviolent struggle to establish democracy in Burma, now called Myanmar,
which has had a military government for the past 25 years. Her father, Aung San, lead
the movement for Burmese independence fro·m Great Britain but was assassinated in
Mrs. Aung San Suu Kyi has been kept under strict house arrest for the past two
years and it is not certain whether she knows she won the prize.

1947.
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Jazz Band travels to Caribbean on-cruise
ship to perform with great jazz-musicians
By Michelle Blanchette
TNH Staff
The University of New
Hampshire's Jazz Band will set
sail Saturday for a week-long
FloatingJazzFestivalaboardthe
Norway Cruise ship.

language," according to Seiler.
He is totally devoted to education, another reason he asked the
UNH band to attend.
"It's incredible to have this
opportunity, and to be on the
boat with such tremendous talent! It's incredible!" Joshua
Davis, bassist for the band, and

music theory and composition
major, said.
Due to an ailment, Clark
will be unable to attend the festival. Dennis Reynolds, a musician from Warren, Ohio, will
take Terry's place.
The UNHband used Terry's music in a concert in the spring

of 1991. "The music is stylistically hard," Seiler said.
The band has learned all the
music throughout the two semesters, has practiced three sets
in the Portsmouth Press Room,
and has survived intense rehearsals during the past week.
Together, the band is pre-

pared to perform 30 arrangements of Terry's. They have
three, four-hour performances
during the week's cruise.
The ship will host 1,500 jazz
fans on a Caribbean cruise with
destinations such as Puerto Rico
and the island of St. Thomas.

The floating festival in- . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
eludes Clark Terry's Band,
"Dizzy" Gillespie and the UNH
college band, directed by David
Seiler, director of the jazz program and close friend of Terry.
"College bands don't usually go on these types of gigs,"
Stephen Folton, a close friend
and 12-year student of Terry,
said.
"Clark Terry likes the way
the band plays," Seiler said. ''The
aesthetics of the UNH band are
in line with his (Terry's) philosophies," Seiler said. Terry has
worked with the UNH band in
past years, according to Seiler.
The idea of having a college
band on the cruise was developed
by Terry himself. He had contempla~ the idea of having a
student band developed, but
decided on a better idea when he
worked with the UNH band,
according to Seiler.
Terry suggested that certain
jazz musicians from other
schools fill-in slots at UNH. His
idea was to create a better band
out of the core of a well-established one. One such musician is
Vincent Ch&ndler, a trombone
player from Detroit and a personal friend of Terry's.
Members of the Jazz Band get ready to set sail to perform with other musicians (Mara Fitzpatrick photo)
Terry played jazz throughout his high school and college
years and passed on "the jazz _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..

Former SBP inspires senators with talk
of his own experiences with Chicago 7
By Karen Kearney
TNH Staff
FormerStudentBody President Mark
Wefers provided the Student Senate with
a bit of inspiration Monday night when
he gave his own history lesson of UNH,
which involved the "Chicago Seven" and
a fight for freedom of speech.
Wefers, who had not spoken at UNH
in 20 years, was the guest speaker at the
Student Senate orientation meeting in the
Strafford Room in the MUB.
Wefers was arrested in 1970 for
bringing Abbie Hoffman, Jerry Rubin
and Dave Dellinger - three members of
the "Chicago Seven" conspiracy trialto UNH.
Student leaders should never walk
away from an issue because they think
they can't succeed, he said.

As Student Body President, Wefers
eliminated parietals on campus-a UNH
policy responsible for female curfews
and restrictions male visitation in
women's dorm rooms.
According to Wefers, the idea of
eliminating parietals came from a group
of students. Although other members of
the student leadership didn't believe the
policy could be eliminated, it was.
The point, according to Wefers, is
that the most successful student initiatives
come directly from the student body.
"I wanted the senate to see Wefers as
a role model because he's living proof
that student government really can make
significant change if they believe in it
enough," S tudentBody President Malinda
Lawrence said.
Lawrence invited Wefers to speak at
the dinner because she hoped to give the
senators a reason to not become discour-

aged with their jobs.
"The most frustrating thing about
senate is people are dissuaded from really
pushing the big issues because they automatically assume they won't get anyAs student
where," Lawrence said.
body president, Wefers said he wanted to
bring a political speaker to campus. He
invited three members of the "Chicago
Seven," a controversial group at the time
that took part in such demonstrations as
the Democratic National Convention of
1968.
Wefers said the Strafford County
Court put an injunction on the speakers,
saying they could not speak after dark.
The speakers arrived late, and went on at
7 p.m. They came late to prove that free
speech could not be limited to the daytime.
No violence occurred at the rally.
The next day, UNH students and the

faculty went on strike, and UNH was
closed. The students went into the community to let residents know what happened.
UNH President Dale Nitzschke said
Wefers' speech was nostalgic of a time he
also remembered. He said, "They were
the best of times and the worst of times."
There were a lot of changes, Nitzschke
said, and the result was that students and
faculty became closer together. He said
the administration didn 'tknow how much
students cared about issues that concerned
them. The students felt like they weren't
being listened to, and rebelled.
Sue Reid, student body vice president, said Wefers had an interesting perspective, and it was nice to see the reactions from the audience. Reid said college
students are more interested in college
life rather than changing the world.
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NATIVE

AMERICAN CULTURAL ASSOCIATION

& 3RD annual
HARVEST FESTIVAL
.
.

OCTOBER 19
10 :30-3 Native American
Speakers &
Presentations
3:30-5 Native American
Drum & Dances

OCTOBER 20
11 :00-1 Native
American Drum
& Dances

Both Days: - NATIVE AMERICAN CRAFTS AND PRODUCTS

AT: UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SUNNY: BOULDER FIELD
RAINY: NEW HAMPSHIRE HALL

FOLLOW THE SIGNS FROM THE CENTER OF DURHAM
ADMISSION FREE, ALL ARE WELCOME
Thanks to membership support, donations, voluteers, and funding by PFO.
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What is the Senate telling
women ·by confirming Judge Thomas?

Jennifer Oldham
Animal
Science
Sophomore

Dan Putney
Political
Science
Junior

"What it says is that we're still a very
sexist nation. I don't think anyone was
clearly right or wrong, but he should
have proven himself in order to be confirmed. He shouldn't have been given the
benefit of the doubt"

"They're saying that it's O.K. to sexually
harass. They came out and said that she's
a slut and they tried to rub dirt all over
her, while he's the innocent victim. It's
discouraging to women to come out because of the terrible things they said
about Anita Hill."

Samantha Hauser
English
Junior

Kathryn Gray
Nursing
Sophomore

Mike McNeilly
English
Senior

Tom Pray
Entomology
Senior

"Not everything can be believed , it gets
jumbled up and it's hard to tell who's
telling the truth. It seems kind of hopeless
to report sexual harrassment."

"I don't think it's telling anything to
women. Anita Hill didn't have enough
evidence against him. He was confirmed because he was a good candidate.
I think it's an invalid question. She didn't
have any evidence, so the whole thing is
null and void.

"It says that guys can get away with
sexual harassment and still get appointed
to a high position- the highest position in
the judicial system. The way the media
protrayed it, the Senate's approval shows
that men can get away with it."

"I think that the Senate is treating the
matter of sexual harrassment much too
lightly. It was a very disappointing decision, and devalued the credibility of the
Senate. The decision reflects the fact
that the Senate is predomindantly male."
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Questiolls? Concerns?
Not getting the answers yrnx llleool?

'two Places

1b Call For Help

From BOSTON round trips starting at

.With The New

Stmllent SeMte is here for you!

LONDON
-$350
MADRID
658
PARIS
538
BRUSSELS . 490
DUBLIN
518

LSA.T:

Don't just sit iliere, do somethmg aloout it!

_j

. "q!p"
me.
11111 ... __
•1•11 --

.Jt

1. Stanley H. Kaplan ·
2. Dial-A-Prayer

.... 1• 1••-~i!ll!l!lr..
1.1.1.1 diP

Student Senate Office
room 130, MUB
or Call 862-1494

CARACAS

SYDNEY
1033
LOS ANGELES 338
NEWYORK
118

CL54SS'£5 S'If42(-Il'l{{j

Taxes & surcharges not included.
Fares subject to change.

9lO'Wt

THE UNH BOOKSTORE
I

*** It's not too late to
book your tickets home for
the holidays for our LOW
fares!!***
Also: EURAIL PASSES
ISSUED ON THE SPOT!
Work & Study Abroad
grogramsd International
Stuaent 0< Teacher I.D.

C.91.LL 1-800-j(M-PES-I

PRESENTS

I
STO!R.')'" !J{QU1(

J

Eveiy Saturday 11AM
At the University Bookstore
For Children age 3-6

The new LSAT course. For the new LSAT.
I STANLEY H. KAPLAN

Council Travel

cA. Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

For ln!rmation

-.

all 862-2140

410

BOSTON
NORTHEASTERN U .
266-1926
424-6665
HARVARD SQ
M.I.T.
497-1497
225-2555

We offer prep courses for rhe PSAT, SAT, ACT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE,
MCAT and twelve other rests at.over 150 locations worldwide.

Restaurant
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FLOAT CONTEST:
1ST PIACE: HETZEL HALL
2ND PIACE: CHI OMEGA/ SIG EP
-3RD PIACE: ALPHA CHI OMEGA/
KAPPA SIG
T-SHIRT ·coNTEST:
1ST PIACE: GIBBS
2ND PLACE: SAWYER
3RD PLACE: LORD/ McGLAUGHLIN

BANNER CONTEST:

BEDRACES:
1ST PIACE: IN TRACK
SHUN
2ND PIACE: GIBBS GOONS
3RD PIACE: UNDER TiiE
SHEETS
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THANK YOU TO ALL WHO
PARTICIPATED ,
PLEASE COME KLTO THE CAB
-: ,.;
OFFICE
RECIEVE voUR PRIZEsl

1ST PIACE: SIGMA NU/ UPPER QUAD
lND PU\CE: CHRISTENSEN
FUNDED BY PFO
. \.

Open 7 days a week
11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Free Delivery 7 days .
5to 10p.m.
(We debver ice cream tooQ

i
I

9 Madbury Road
(next to Scorpio's)
868-1146
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Mast Road affects UNH shuttle schedule
Some students voice discontent over the changes in routes
Erin Farrell
TNH Staff
The closing of Mast Road
last month has resulted in a new
schedule for students riding the
UNH shuttle, and many are not
happy.
The shuttle is expanding its
route because of an increase in the
number of students, stops and the
inability to use Mast Road.
JoeJillet, a shuttle driver and
dispatcher, said the shuttle ride is
so long because the town of
Durham closed Mast Road.
"The shuttle used to take 20
minutes to complete a route. Now
it takes 30 minutes," Jillet said.
Transportation services had to add

an extra Kari-van as a shuttle, he
said.
One shuttle begins at Mast
Road, goes to the Childcare Center, continues to A-Lot, the Gables
and goes back to Mast Road. Then
the shuttle continues to campus.
"There's no way to tell which
shuttle you're on," said Gables
resident Lori Tarr. He said that
everything was fine at the beginning of the semester.
"There was one route, it was
on time and followed its schedule.
Then one day three shuttles
showed up,!' Tarr said.
Shuttledriverandtrainer Jerry
Mitchell said a major problem is
that some drivers don't let the
students know that they are not
going to campus. Mitchell added

that the schedules are difficult to
read and are not always available
for students.
"One day a shuttle comes at
five of, the next day it's coming at
10 of," Tarr said. She said there
should be signs on each shuttle,
and a designated Mast Road route
shuttle and a campus route shuttle.
Lauren Keene, a Gables resident,
said she wouldn't take the shuttle
again because it was too much
trouble and because it made her
late for class.
"You wastemostofyourtime.
standing there waiting for the one
shuttle that will take you directly
to campus, when you probably
could have walked to class and
been there on time," Keene said.

The shuttle, funded by the
Student Senate, h~ been running
since 1986. Jillet said the shuttle
service started as a service for ALot, and then spread to the other
parking lots.
"This is why we go to such
places as Mast Road," Jillet said.
Statistics show that shuttle
use has grown over the years.
According to Bev Caverly,
assistant manager of transportation
services, statistics have risen a
great deal over a one-year period.
In September 1990, only
6,482 students rode the shuttle,
which made a total of 1,465 runs.
This September, 16,941 students
rode the shuttle, whichmade2,123
runs.

Manager of Transportation
Services Dirk Timmons said there
are plans to purchase more
shuttles.
"The problem i's they need to
be purchased quicker than the next
two or three years," he said.
Timmons and Jillet said the
shuttle also offers Dial-a-Ride.
"You call up the shuttle, and
it will go and get you," Jillet said.
He said the shuttle has gone as far
west as Woodridge Road and as
far south as Laura Lane.
"If Durham opens Mast Road
then the shuttle schedule can go
back to normal, but I doubt that
will ever be the case," Jillet said.
"This is a new schedule for us
too."
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This _Sunday night, Oct. 20, 1991 ·

8p.m. at the ·eldhouse
·---

-_$8 Students· $12 Others

Ticket~ are ~till available!
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Compiled by
Ben Zipkin
Andrew West, 19, of Main St., Durham was arrested and
charged on Oct. 2 for disorderly conduct.
Lyman Bridge, 18, of Williamson Hall, and Shannon
Madigan, 19, of Jessie Doe Hall were both arrested and
charged with unlawful possession of alcohol on Oct. 2.
Christopher Howe, 23, of Dover, NH, was arrested and
charged with driving while intoxicated on Oct. 3.
Jason Wyatt, 18, of Woodruff House, was arrested and
charged with lewdness on Oct. 4.
John X. Andrews, 22, of Newmarket, NH, was arrested and
charged with driving while intoxicated on Oct. 5.
Keith Conley, 19, of Newmarket, NH, was arrested and
charged with lewdness and possession of a controlled drug
on Oct. 5.
Ryan D. Fogg, 19, of Barrington, NH, was arrested and
charged with aggravated driving while intoxicated on Oct.
5.
Mark Lapham, 22, of Mill Rd., Durham, was arrested and
charged with operating after suspension on Oct. 6.
Richard Bourdeau, 22, of Glastonbury, CT, was arrested
and charged with lewdness on Oct. 6.
Jennifer Alexander, 19, of Fairchild Hall, was arrested and
charged with unlawful possession of alcohol on Oct. 6.

Taauo L. Godfredsen, 20, of Concord, NH, was arrested
and charged with unlawful possession of alcohol on Oct.
12.
Scott A. Brehm, 20, of Nashua, NH, was arrested and
charged with unlawful possession of alcohol on Oct. 12.
Courtney Umile, 18, of Burlington, MA, Gina Kobaly, 18,
of Burlington, MA, Andra Fayle, 18, of Wakefield, MA,
and Dana Springfield, 18, of Burlington, MA, were all
arrested and charged with disorderly conduct on Oct. 12.
Timothy Hutchinson, 18, of Bow, NH, was arrested and
charged with unlawful JX>Ssession of alcohol on Oct. 12.
Eric M. Washychyn, 22, of Manchester, NH, was arrested
and charged with driving while intoxicated on Oct. 12.
Robert J. Cowette, 19, of Manchester, NH, was arrested
and charged with driving while intoxicated on Oct. 12.
Gregory J. Dubois, 22, of North Hampton, NH, was
arrested and charged with being a habitual offender on Oct.
12.
Daniel I. Laporte, 20, of Keene, NH, was charged with
disorderly conduct on Oct. 12.
Myles L. Ostroff, 22, of Kingston, RI, and Scott M. -Peters,
30, of Cape Elizabeth, ME, were both arrested and charged
for possession of a controlled substance - marijuana on Oct. 12.

Edward D. Prouty, 20, of Atkinson, NH, was arrested and
charged with criminal trespassing on Oct. 11 at the Gables.

Robert Hanson, 22, of Ogunquit, ME, was arrested and
charged with simple assault on Oct. 13.

Todd G. Newcomb, 19, of Williamson Hall, was arrested
and charged with unlawful possession of alcohol on Oct.
11.

19,. of Brookline,. NH,. was arrested and
Erin M. Foley,
.,.
charged with unlawful possession of alcohol on Oct. 13.
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ronmental ethics to the University
population," Wally Keniston, co-director of the association, said.

·

The Portsmouth Naval Shipyard wants to eliminate 600 jobs
next spring in order to streamline operations and compete
more effectively for a shrinking amount of defense work.
The request for approval of the work force reductions was
not unexpected. Earlier this year the submarine overhaul
facility explored various cost-cutting alternatives. Dick
Draper, vice president of the Metal Trades Council says that
the fate of the yards depends on the future of the defense
industry and projections of the workload in coming years.

AAA to take
lawsuit to state
Supreme Court
The American Automobile Association plans to take its law
suit claiming that the state improperly uses vehicle title fees
to supplement its budget to the New Hampshire Supreme
Court. Last month, AAA's lawsuit was rejected by Judge
Margaret Flynn of the Merrimack County Superior Court.
The AAA was angered in 1990; the Legislature passed a
measure that increased the fees from $10 to $20, with half of
the increase going to reduce the budget deficit. AAA claims
that the increase was unconstitutional because not all the
fees were deposited into the state highway fund.

Group wants forum
on Seabrook's
radioactive releases
Acitizens'groupformedofpeoplelivingwithinlOmilesof
the Seabrook nuclear plant has called for a public hearing on
the plant's latest releases of radioactivity. The group, C-Ten

that the state's public health division should be doing
sophisticatedmonitoring. Itistryingtoraise$150,000toset
up 50 computerized monitoring devices.

eralpeopleplayitatonce. TheNorthem drum has one person play the

lndiandrumswilldominatetheatmo-

peop1ewhoarenotwell-educatedabout
Native American cultural events.

drum while singing in a rather high
voice.

The presentations, which will be

Drum ceremonies also include
dancing and the Grand Entry Dance

participating in the Pow Wow and

held from 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m., will

third annual Harvest Festival will

feature spiritual speakers and shaman,

share their traditions, costumes and

who are also known as medicine men

for natives of significant blood will be
exhibited. Traditionally, drum cer-

history with UNH and Durham.

or women.

emonies also include giveaways,

The Pow Wow, sponsored by the

For those interested in the politics

which demonstrate sharing and gen-

Native American Cultural Associa-

of the culture, Gov. James Sapeier of

erosity as major themes of the Native

tion, will include speakers from Ari-

the Penobscot Commonwealth will

American culture. Items given away

zona to Quebec. There will also be

speak about his position, which holds

range from simple bead work to gifts

Native American art, entertainment,

much legal authority for Native Ameri-

refreshments and presentations from

cans.

as elaborate as cars. Unfortunately,
since much of the event is personally

According to Heath, the common

Naval Shipyard
eliminates 600 jobs

Foundation appeared before a house subcommittee on science and technology. C-Ten demonstrated high-tech computerized radiation equipment, which provides an immediate picture of radiation exposure and levels. The group said

Co-Director Juan Heath said the
presentations are what appeal to most

politicians.

I-

"Hollywoodish" vision, said Heath.
Th S
e ou th ern drum is more traditional, being larger and having sev-

Native Americans in traditional
garb, tepees and the rousing beat of

sphere tomorrow at Boulder Field.
Close to150 Native Americans

-ucAk~~F,~a~~!EF~

Joseph Green, 23, of Wolcott, CT, was arrested and charged
with operating after suspension on Oct. 11.

Mark D. Vilandry, 18, of Somersworth, NH, was arrested
and charged with operating after suspension and disobeying a police officer of Oct. 8.

By Catherine Fahy
TNH Staff

11

funded by students, giveaways will

not be included in the ceremonies.

Formerly a passive organization,

images people conjure up of the native

the Native American Cultural Asso-

American culture include whooping

The Pow Wow will also feature

ciation is now becoming more vis-

Indians dressed in feathers and mocca-

art work such as handmade clothes,

ible.

sins dancing to the throb of drums and

leather work and bead work. Story-

"Our major goal for the Pow Wow
is to introduce Native American envi-

high pitched chants. The Northern and

tellers will also be on hand. Heath

Southern style drums and high pitched
chants are a combination of that

said the storytellers are extremely intriguing.

Local women upset
with Thomas vote
Some feminists and other women in New Hampshire say
that the Clarence Thomas Supreme Court Hearings won't
help the way that sexual harassment charges are treated.
They say that Thomas' Confirmation shows that it is still a
man's world, and now women will be even less likely to
come forward with charges of sexual harassment. The
president of the New Hampshire chapter of the National
Organization for Women, Judy Blachek, said some women
won't make the charges because of what they may have to
go through.
However, some women say that some good came of the
situation, because at least the issue has now been brought out
into the open.
Compiled from newspaper reports
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-We all must suffer

Anita Hill is not alone.
Sexual harassment happens everyday. David, a
UNH student, was kicked out of a small, Massachusetts college because he and four friends confronted
a male professor who had been sexually harassing
them. The professor was excused and the whole
incident was written off as a misunderstanding in
the New York Times in the spring of 1990.
"If I had the guts now I would have taken it to
court," David says looking back at it "Last week, I
kept looking to Anita Hill as a role model."
To David and thousands like him, what happened this week is disgusting. The US Senate, of
which 98 percent is male, appointed Clarence
Thomas to the Supreme Court on Tuesday despite a
law professor's claim that he had sexually harassed
her a decade ago.
Sexual harassment is becoming a big issue. In
the next couple of years, a sexual harassment case
may even go before the Supreme Court. Thomas
cannot add input on a decision in such a case without
feeling biased because of his own case.
"I'm afraid of a man who called the woman
who accused him a liar on TV," said David. 'Tm
afraid of the decisions he '11 make in future sexual
harassment cases."
Many victims of sexual harassment cannot
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Hunting
response
To the editor:
This letter is in response to the
Oct. 15 forum article by Scott A.
Lozier. Mr. Lozier left me confused
and angry. I am a responsible hunter
who makes every effort to track
down wounded game, to respect
the private property of others, and
to handle my firearms safely. His
half-truths suggest that all hunters
are irresponsible Rambo-want-tobes. He provides some nice ideas,
but very few solutions.
With regard to the overpopulation and starvation of wildlife, this
is certainly not caused by hunting.
Nor are hunters responsible for the
elimination of the wolf and mountain lion to artificially increase the
wildlife population as claimed by
Mr. Lozier. Since neither of these
two animals may be hunted in N.H.,
who is "exterminating" them?
Can Mr. Lozier explain why
there were more than 150 collisions with moose on N.H. highways so far this year? Moose were
almost extinct 87 years ago, and
now one has a good chance of seeing
a moose anywhere in the state.
Moose have only been hunted the
last three years in N.H. and 25 extra
licenses for moose hunting were
issued this year. This was done in
an effort to try and control the
growing population of this enor-

help but feel that Thomas' appointment downplays
the issue. Because sexual assault is such a grey
area, it wasn't a big enough issue to kill someone's
political career.
In the past, adultery and college drug-use have
been enough to ruin political careers. Does Thomas' appointment prove that using marijuana is a
harsher crime than sexual harassment?
Two educated women publicly accused Thomas of sexual harassment. A law professor and a
journalist felt wronged enough to embarrass
themselves in order to stop Thomas from judging
others. And he got in anyway.
There is a fine line between sexual harassment
and friendliness. After Thomas' appointment that
line may never be defined and enforced.
People like David have every right to feel hurt,
angry and scared. They have the right to question
the future of sexual harassment cases.
One man who is going to affect the next 30
years of our lives more than anyone else is on the
wrong side of the sexual assault issue. He could
cast a deciding vote to overturn Roe v. Wade.
There's no going back.
David and the rest of us are going to have to
suffer.

mous species for lack of predators.
What is Mr. Lozier 's problem
with wildlife preserves? They are
largely funded by the very hunters
that use them. Mr. Lozier is upset
with the fact that tax money is
spent on them; how does he propose we fight the extinction of
species including the wolf and
mountain lion? Sell out to land
developers and contractors?
Furthermore, while cows
aren't the most environmentally
soundanimal, what should be done
with them? Killing them all would
be a senseless slaughter with no
sport at all. But caging them in
zoos is also cruel. I just don't
understand Mr. Lozier's problem.
Let the cows alone!
Finally, hunting goes far beyond killing. The sport involves
walking through the woods and
breathing in as much fresh air as
possible, as well as, tracking and
observing wildlife. A shot at any
game is just a bonus. So, Mr.
Lozier, I would appreciate it if you
didn't comment on the sport of
hunting despite your vast knowledge of it.
Todd D. Connors
UNHJunior

Columbus
Day
To the editor:
In the article dated Tuesday,
Oct. 15 entitled, "Vigil held in
protest of Christopher Columbus,"
the statements I presented were
taken out of context. My points

were that any day designated to
one race is an oversight that can be
misconstrued as progress and
awareness, when in truth it promotes neither. People are given a
false sense of knowledge and
cultural awareness when partaking
in a one-day celebration of an ethic/
racial group. Education and action
should integrate the whole of our
academic and social experience.
This is the real solution.
I was quoted as saying: "Columbus Day is a day of recognition," and it was reported that I felt
"it shouldn't be changed, but that
people should know what happened to Indians."
It was not clarified that I
proceeded to say that I want recognition in the sense of a holistic
view of the history of our nation.
That included a knowledge of the
barbarities inflicted on indigenous
people.
Mary Walling
UNH Freshman
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LOCAL AREA EVENTS
Long Walk Home." Oct. 23, 24, 25 at 7 and
9 p.m. Tickets are $5. 28 Chestnut St. Call
439-9900.

Josh Hilberman, jazz and tap dancer will
conduct a master class at Footsteps in the
Button Factory in Portsmouth. After the
Benefit Concert
· class there will be a J azz/fap Jam with Ii ve
Folksingers "The Shaw Brothers" will Film
music. Cost for both is $15. Class only is
perform Oct. 19 at 7:30 p.m. in the Dover The Portsmouth Music Hall presents "West $12, and Jam session only is $5. Oct. 20 at
High School Auditorium. Tickets are $12.50. Side Story" Oct. 19 and 20 at 7 p.m. Tickets 1 p.m Call 431-9408.
$5. 28 Chestnut St. Call 431-3100.
Call 742-7191.

Portsmouth Brewery
"Lend Me A Tenor"

Music

The Center For the Arts in Performance and
Education kicks off its inaugural season
with the play "Lend Me A Tenor" a comedy
dealing with the eccentricities of an amatuer
Opera Co. when a world famous tenor is
unable to perform his greatest role. Oct. 18,
8p.m.Oct.19,8p.m.Oct.25,8p.m. Tickets
are $7. 42 Main St. Call 742-2867.

The Portsmouth Music Hall opens its 1991
1992 Symphony Series with a "Salute
toLeonard Bernstein" by the Portland S ymphony Orchestra. Music conductor/director
Tashiyuki Shimada will be joined by singers Sarah Fachada, Sharon Junken, aand
Robert Randle. They will join in a concert
version of "West Side Story." Highlights
include vocal performances of'.'Something 's
Coming," "Maria," "Tonight," "I Feel
Pretty," and "One Hand, One Heart," as
well as orchestral versions of "America"
"Cool" and "Mambo/Cha-Cha." The concert opens with "Candide." Also performed
will be "3 Dance Episodes" from "On the
Town" and "On The Waterfront Symphonies
Suite." Oct. 18, 8 p.m. Concert will be
preceded by an informative talk on the
evenings program at 6:45 p.m. Tickets are
$25.50, $23.50, and $20 with senior and
student dfscounts available. 28 Chestnut St.
Call 433-3100.

Music at the Loaf and Ladle
Bernice Lewis, Oct. 18. Stan Moeller and
T.S. Baker Oct. 19. Stanley Greenthal, Oct.
20. Open Stage with Cosy, Oct. 21. Paul
McMann, Oct. 24. Annie Clark, Oct. 25. 9
Water St. Exeter. Call 778-8955.

The Portsmouth Brewery sponsors the soul
band "Roger Salloom and the Stragglers"
Oct. 19, 9:45 p.m to 12:45 p.m Call 5846324.

The Seacoast Area of Narcotics Anonymous holds a "Learn To Live" group every
Friday night at 7 p.m in the St. Thomas
Episopical Parish Building on Hale St. in
Dover. Free. Call 432-0168.
The Seacoast Area of Narcotics Anonymous holds a "Clean to Grow" meeting
every Saturday at 8 p.m in the Frisbee
Hospital cafeteria in Rochester. Free. Call
432-0168.
The Seacoast Area of Narcotics Anonymous holds a "Grow by the Book" group
every Saturday night at 7 p.m. in the Stratham
Community Church on Emery Lane. Free.
Call 432-0168.

Rdchester .

Support Meetings
The Seacoast Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gay Men hold support m~tings the
third Sunday of each month from 3-5 p.m. at
the First Congressional Church in Concord.
Call 431-0921.-

Narcotics Anonymous Meetings

New Office Hours
The Rochester office of the Strafford County
Prenatal and Family Programs has new
evening hours. Their Whitehall location will
now be open until 9 p.m. on Wednesdays.
Call 749-2346.
-:-:-:-·
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Music at the Stone Church
SHockra, Oct. 18. Jalapeno Brothers, Oct. Poetry reading
19, Hoot by Jerry Short, Oct. 20. The There will be an open poetry and short
Maidens, Oct. 24. Busy Little Kitchens, fiction reading series every other Thursday
at 8 p.m. The Book Guild of Portsmouth, 58
Oct. 25, Top of the Hill. Call 659-6321.
State St. Series starts on Oct. 3. For more
information, call 436-1758.
Aryaloka Buddhist Center
The Aryaloka Buddhist Center will hold an
open day Oct.19 from 11 a.m. to4 p.m. Free
and open to all who wish to see what the
center has to offer. Heartwood Circle. Call
659-5456.

Music at Molly Malone's

The Aryaloka Buddhist Center offers and
Introductory Buddhism Course Oct. 21 at
7:30 p.m. This course is 6 weeks long and
costs $50. Heartwood Circle. Call 6595456.

Gary Santarella, Oct. 18 and 19. Peter Calo
(5-8 p.m.) Oct. 20. Tom Dion, Oct. 20.
Annie Clark, Oct. 21. RobinLane, Oct. 23.
Bob Jr., Oct. 24. Don Severance, Oct. 26.
Top of the Hill. Call 431-8503.

Kevin Farley, Oct.18 and 19. Sean Sheerin,
Oct. 24. Shannon, Oct: 25. 177 State St.
Portsmouth.

Music at the Codfish

The Aryaloka Buddhist Center offers a new Music at the Pressroom
course in Yoga Exercises for Relaxation CliffEberhardt, Oct.18 and 19. The Either
beginning Oct. 20, 7:30 P-1'9 This is a six Orchestra, Oct. 20. Joyce Woodson, Oct.
4
week course and costs is $50. Heartwood
Circle. Call 659-5456.
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The Aryaloka Buddhist Center offers an
Introductory Meditation Weekend Retreat
•
Oct. 25 through Oct. 27. The cost is $75 Yorn Kippur, Oct. 18. Dried Flower Ar- . ::::
including lodging and meals. Heartwood rangements, Oct. 19, 20 (1-5 p.m.). · Bird ·. ?(
Circle. Call 659-5456.
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Activites aroun the clock form 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. The Children's Museum of Portsmouth,
280 Marcy St. Call 436-3853.
The Portsmouth Music Hall presents a
double bill of the films "Eating" and "The Master Class
-:::::::::_.
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Friday
Sept. 20,
1991

ON THE UNH CAMPUS
862-1485.

"The Sheltering Sky"
Scholarships
Twenty five scholarships are available to
undergraduate students majoring in engineering or science. The scholarships are
sponsored by the U.S. Department ofEnergy.
Applications accepted through January 31,
1992. For information or application write:
Peggy Gibson, Environmental Restoration/
Waste Management Scholarship program,
Oak Ridge Assoc. University, Science/Engineering Education Division, P.O. Box 117
Oak Ridg~, T.N. 37831 or call (615) 576~
9278.

MUSO presents "The Sheltering Sky" Oct.
24, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Strafford Room, MUB.
$1 students, $2 non-students and faculty.
Call 862-1485.

Porttugese film "Gabriela"
There will be a showing of the Portugese
film "Gabriela" Oct. 21 at 7 p.m. in Room
110 of Murkland Hall. $1.
:-:.:-:-·-·.
•·•

Time and room Schedules and pre-registration materials will be available beginning
Oct. 21 in the Registrar's office for all
collegesexceptTSAS. TSAS students goto
Cole.

Julian Bond, renowned civil rights activist
will speak on "Civil Rights, Then and Now:"
as part of the Student Conference on Racism. Oct. 18, 2:30 to 4 p.m. Strafford Room,
MUB. Free and open to the public.

Energy Efficientcy Workshop
Graduate Study
There will be an information session on
graduate study in Communications on Oct.
21 at 7p.m. in Room 123 of Horton. Free.

Midsemester is Friday, Oct. 18.

Adult Returning Student/Academic
Support Group
This group is sponsored by DCE for adult
returning students to meet and relax with
others. Bring lunch, share information,
discuss social activities and common concerns. Beginning Oct. 15, noon -1:30 p.m.
Tuesdays. Grafton Room, MUB. Free. Call
862-1548.

Bake Sale
Julian Bond

Schedules

every Wednesday at 6 p.m. Also offered are
spirituality groups for women and those
interested in environmental issues. Open to
all. 15 Mill Rd. Call 862-1165.

Norma Koski, of Sunweaver, will present a
workshop on "Resource-Efficient Living"
a workshop on how you can save energy
now. Wed. Oct. 23, at 6:00 p.m., in the
Cheshire Room. Free. Presented by the
Progressive Student Network.

Students for Choice hold bake sales every
Monday in the MUB from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

These AA sessions are open to all who have
a desire to stop drinking. Mon-Fri, noon to
1 p.m. Conference room, No. 201A, Health
Services. Call 802-3823.

Al-Anon Meeting
Health Education and Promotion sponsors
these meetings on Mondays from noon to 1
p.m. in Medical Library, room 333, Health
Services. Call 863-3823.

Christian Science Organiwtion Meeting

Oct. 18 is the last day for graduate students
to file intent to graduate forms for Dec.
1991 without a late fee.

All are welcome to attend weekly meetings
on Tuesdays in the Hillsborough room of
the MUB. 12:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m. Call 8621826.

Oct. 18 is the last day to withdraw from
the University without a grade of WP or
WF.

AED meeting Tuesday, Oct. 22 12:30-1 :30.
Hamilton Smith Rm 212.

Students for Choice

Women's Issues Resource Center
The Women's Issues Resource Center will
hold a meeting on "Facing Alcoholism"
Oct. 24 at 7 p.m. Cheshire Room, MUB.
Free. Call 862-1191.

Art Exhibits
The Art Gallery of The University of New
Hampshire presents "Art and the Enviroment
Family Day," a special family event for
children and adults. Oct.19, 1 p.m. to4p.m.
Registration is required and is $1 0perfamily.
Call 862-3713.

For students, faculty, native speakers and
guests this informal coffee house is held
every Wednesday from 3 to 4 p.m. in Room
209 of Murkland.

Premed Meeting
Art Exlubits
The University Art Gallery will host two
exhibitions now through Oct. 20. The major
exhibit: "The Artist and the Environment/
New Hampshire: A Collective Response."
Features six collaborative works of art by
17New Hampshire artists. The other exhibit
is the annual Art Faculty Review; featuring
works by University faculty. Paul Creative
Arts Center. Free. Call 862-3172.

Students for Choice is holding weekly
meetings on Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. in
Hamilton-Smith Hall, Room 18. Help to
keep abortion safe and legal.

Tavola Italiana Meeting

Spanish "Hora De Cafe"

The Premed/Predental club sponsors this
Premed advisory committee who will speak
to the club alx;mt application procedures.
Open to all interested in medicine. Oct. 23,
7 p.m. Forum Room, Dimond Library. Call
Sharon. 862-7961. Free.

For all those interested in Italian conversation. Bring your lunch and beverages will
be provided. Wednesdays at noon. Room
102a, Murkland. Call 862-3769.

Monsters of NH Alernative Rock
WUNH sponsors a Monsters of New
Hampshire Alternative Rock Concert including Bobhouse, Fly Spinach Fly,
Gandhi's Lunchbox, and Zombie Jambory
Oct. 19 at 7 p.m. Strafford Room, MUB.
Tickets $5 at door. Call Tom Colletta 4 314317.

UNH Concert Choir
The UNH Concert Choir with Cleveland
Howard directing and the UNH Symphonic
Band with Nicholas Orovi_ch directing will
perform Oct. 20 at 8 p.m. Johnson Theater,
Paul Creative Arts Center. Free and all are
welcome. Program includes works by
Bruckneir, Dello Joro, Van Williams and
Copland. Call 862-2404.

New World -String Quartet
The New World String Quartent will perform Oct. 25 at 8 p.m in Johnson Theater,
Paul Creative Arts Center. Tickets $10
students, $13 faculty, staff and senior citizens, $15 general. Call 862-2404.
.. ..
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Seven Course Gourmet Dinner
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The New Hampshire Notables and Gentleman will do a concert to benefit the UNH
Coalition for the Homeless. Oct. 19 at 8
p.m. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts
Center. Sold Out.

The United Campus Ministry sponsors Bible
Study every Sunday at 6 p.m. Meditation

Special Guest Concert
The McGill University Wind Ens·e mbleand
Concert Choir with Robert Gibson directing will perform a special guest concert Oct.
24 at 8 p.m. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative
Arts Center. Free. Call 862-2404.

The UNH Hotel Administration Department ofWSBE presents "An Escape to the
Caribbean" a seven course gourmet dinner
prepared by UNH Hotel Administration

UNH Model Nations Meeting

MUSO presents "The Nasty Girl" Oct. 20,
7 and 9:30 p.m. Strafford Room, MUB. $1
students, $2 non-students and faculty. Call

Student Recital
There will be a student recital Oct. 22 at 1
p.m. in the Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center. Free. Call 862-2404.

New Testament Fellowship Meeting

Open to all who are interested in discussion
of various topics related to the UN and
annual trip to Harvard National Model UN.
Mondays at 7 p.m. Hanover Room, MUB.
Free.

Protestant Student Organiwtion

The Seacoast NHMTA will give a Recital
Oct. 20 at 3 p.m. in the Bratton Recital Hall,
Paul Creative Arts Center. Free. Call 8622404.

Join in worshiping and praising the Lord.
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. in the MUB. Call
749-1420.

New Hamshire Notables and Gents

"The Nasty Girl"

NHMTA Recital

Alcoholics Anonymous Meetings

Intent to Graduate Forms
AEDMeeting

Call 862-2290.

26. Tickets available at the MUB Ticket
Office. Call Ann Badger 862-3303.

Aerobic Activities

Squeeze

Oct. 21-24 is a week of aerobic activities
including "The World's Largest Aerobic
Class." Sponsored by Recreational Sports,
Timex, Reebok, and Ocean Spray. Call Rec
Sports 862-2031.

SCOPE presents "Squeeze" in concert Oct.
20, 8 p.m. at the Field House. SAFO Students· with I.D. $8, general $21. Tickets at
MUB Ticket office M-F, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

There will be a Hispanic Film Festival along
with a Hispanic faculty and student panel.

Hispanic Film Festival
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The movies will be "Latin American Music," "Stand and Deliver," and "The Mission." Carrol/Belknap Room, MUB. Free.
Oct. 18, 4-8 p.m.

Student Coalition for the Homeless
The Student Coalition for the Homeless
holds meetings every week in room 125,
Hamilton Smith, on Tuesdays at 7 p.m.
Fitness Classes
Register Oct. 14-25 for fitness classes designed to help you on the road to total
-fitness. Includes weight training, aquacize,
and swim fitness in 6 week classes beginning Oct. 28 and running until Dec. 13. $30
students, $40 Rec-pass holders, $50 all
others. Register now in Room 151, Field
House from 8 a.m.-4p.m. Call 862-2031.
Harvest Festival/Pow Wow
The Native American Cultural Center is
sponsoring this event which will feature
Native American Speakers and presentations including Jrunes Sapier, Governor of
the Penobscot Nation and Roger
Desharnais, Ambassador of the Swanton
Abenaki. Also drums and dances and
vendors of Native American crafts and
products. Sat. Oct. 19, 10:30 a.m. to
5:30p.m.andOct.2010:30a.m. to l:30p.m.
Boulder Field, free, and open to the public.
Call 868-2564.
Racism Conference
There will be a "Student Conference on
Racism." Students from four New Hampshire area high schools will come face to
face with issues of racism and civil rights.
Oct. 18, 8:30 a.m. to 1:45 p.m. Strafford
Room, MUB. Call 862-2930.
Bicycles Attached to MUB Railings
As of Oct. 7, bicycles may no longer be
attached to the MUB railings for safety and
accessibility reasons. Any bicycle found
attached to the railing will be removed and
turned over to the University police.
SHARPP Advocate Training
SHARPP is recruiting people who want to
volunteer as victim advocates. A 40-hour
__ training program will begin Oct. 12 Call
862-3494 for information or application.
HIV Testing and Counseling

Health Education and Promotion sponsors
this anonymous and confidential counseling and testing. Wednesdays from 9 a.m.-3
p.m. or by appointment. Call 862-3823.

Lockers for rent
Lockers located near the Commuter Transfer Center in the MUB are available to rent
for the academic year. Stop in room 322,
MUB Mon.-Fri., IOa.m. to4 p.m.$10rental
fee, $5 key deposit. Deposit is refunded
when key is returned. Call 862-1524. /

Parking meters
All parking meters are enforced 8 a.m. to 8
p.m. Mon. through Fri.
Phone hotline
This hotline is run by trained students who
provide confidential information and support for gay, lesbian and bisexual students
or those questioning their sexuality. SunThurs., 6-9p.m. Call 862-3922.

Suppott-:groups
Significant Other Support Group
This is a free and confidential support group
for the significant others of sexual assault
victims. Call SHARPP for more information at 862-3494.

Incest/Child Survivor Support Group
This is a free and confidential support group
for survivors of incest and child sexual
assault. Wednesdays from 7-9, p.m. Call
SHARPPformoreinformationat862-3494.
Discussion Group
This group is open to undergraduate UNH
gay men and undergraduate UNH men
questioning their sexuality. Thursdays at 9
p.m. Alumni room, N.H. Hall. Call Steven
at 862-1875 or 862-3823.

Residence HrJ,ll
Programs
"Sexploration"
Oct. 22 at 7 p.m. Randall Hall, Main Lounge.
Call 862-3823.
"Why Students Drink"
Oct. 22 at 8:30 p.m. Congreve Hall. Sponsored by Health Education. Call 862-3823.
"Massage"
Oct. 23 at 7 p.m. in Huddleston Hall, Main
Lounge. Call 862-3823.

"Collidascope"
UNH Counseling Center Support Groups
Oct. 21 at 7:30p.m. Stoke third floor lounge.
The UNH Counseling Center will be offer- Call 862-3823.
ing groups this semester relating to: Eating
Disorders, Women andSelfEsteem,ACOA/ "Sexual Misconduct: Is it really a
Dysfunctional Frunilies, Meditation Group, problem?"
Grieving Your Losses, Relationships and Oct. 21, 8 p.m. Alexander Hall. Free. Call
Self Esteem. These groups will start as soon 862-3823.
as they are filled and will run all semester.
Free. Call 862-2090.
Sexual Assault Survivor Support Group
This is a free and confidential support group
for the survivors of sexual assault. Mondays from 7-9 p.m. Call SHARPP for more
information at 862-3494.
UNH Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Support
Group
Health education sponsors this networking,
support and potluck for faculty, staff, and
graduate students on Tuesdays from 4:30 to
5:30 p.m. Resource Room No. 249, Health
Services. Free and confidential. Call 8623823.

Seminars

Computer Science Colloquim
"Internals of the CM Fortran Compiler"
given by research scientist Gary Sabot,
member of the advanced architecture group
of thinking Machine Corp. Oct. 21 at4 p.m.
Free. Room M227 Kingsbury. Call Prof. de
la Torre 862-2682.
Genetics Seminar
"Segmental Regulation of the biothorax
complex in 'Drosophila'," given by Dr.

Welcome Bender, Harvard University. Oct.
21, 4 p.m. Room 19, Spaulding Life Sciences Building.

Genetics Seminar
"Genetics and specialation of narrowly endemic plants " given by Dr. Arthur
Krukerberg, University of Washington. Oct.
22, noon. Room 19, Spaulding.
Psychology Colloquim
"Personality:" given by Dr. Julie Norem,
Northeastern University. Oct. 24, 3:45 p.m.
Room 101, Conant. Free.

Theater
"The Play of the Lady Odivere"

Zephyr Productions and the Medieval Recreation Club at UNH present a concert of .
"The Play of the Lady Odivere." Oct. 20 at
7:30 p.m. Richards Auditorium, Murkland
Hall. Tickets available at MUB ticket office
$10 advance, $12 door and there are student
discounts available. Call (207) 384-3277.
This is a masque for folk ensemble an
Orkney tale of the Great Selchie (Sela-man)
set to music by Gordon Bok.
"Fresh Voices"
The play "Fresh Voices" will be performed
Oct. 21 and 22 at 7 p.m. in the Strafford
Room of the MUB. This play was written
for first year women students and explores
such issues as transition, realtionships,
choices, self-esteem, and sexual assault.
Call 862-3823. Free.

Workshops
Interviewing Tips
There will be an Interviewing Tips Workshop Oct. 22 at 1 p.m. in the Forum Room
of Dimond Library. Free.
Career Planning
There will be a career planning workshop
Oct. 23 at2 p.m. in Room 208 of Huddleston.
Free.
Resume Writing
There will be a Resume Writing Workshop
Oct. 24 at 1 p.m. in the Forum Room of
Dimond Library.
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Life, Choice, and Contradiction

This summer's Choice-Life confrontation in Wichita,
the growth of a monolithic right-wing Supreme Court, and
a flurry of writing on the subject of reproductive rights in
The New Hampshire have made it clear that we are a
generation that continues to agonize over abortion. To
be honest, I would have
preferred to leave it all
settled as it was in 1973:
a matter between a
woman and her doctor,
like all other medical procedures. But, it appears
we are still using it as a
social bludgeon and political litmus test.
A recent "pro-life" letter to the editor from Mark Leblanc
"defines" the center of the abortion debate as "life and the
act of abortion". He writes to respond to another writer's
"pro-choice" view that the center of the debate is "the
right of the individual to control his or her reproductive
life." LeBlanc's statement, and the quote he criticizes,
are representative of a debate that is increasingly deevolving into a contest of bumper-stickers and simplistic
sloganeering. It seems to me that neither of the above
mentioned views are at ''the center of the debate", but
share a mutual center from which they diverge .
The issue is not of "life", as LeBlanc contends, for if it
was, the "pro-life" forces assaulting Wichita (and the
sensibilities of the majority of Americans) would be
fighting to preserve and protect all life, not just unborn
humans. If "life" were really the issue at hand, pro-life
believers would have to make some pretty radical adjustments in their every day worlds to be consistent, such
as giving up all animal-based food. (This assumes that
they have already allowed for the destruction of plant life
to sustain themselves.) Did Le Blanc mean to say" human
life"? A tooth is surely living human tissue, yet we don't
see any protesters outside dentist offices demanding an
end to tooth extraction. It would seem then, that for prolifers, the problem lies in the "personhood" of a fetus. So
the center of the debate is whether or not a fetus is a

person, and if it is, whether that person has rights that are
inferior, equal, or superior to the rights of the mother it lies
within.
How do we judge whether something is a person?
Pro-lifers usually base their argument on the existence of
an intangible, immortal soul that is visited by God on all
human fetuses at the moment of conception, making
them persons. This argument is irrefutable in any rational way, because it doesn't appeal to anything reason
can deal with. Fortunately, we are a nation whose
constitutional framework is based primarily on reason,

ring to our meat dishes as "the deceased". If we draw the
line at a level of brain activity typical of a newly born baby,
then fetuses in the early stages of development are
obviously not persons- and interestingly, many nonhumans are, such as dolphins, who seem to have considerable intellect and empathy.
The majority of us are pro-choice, particularly in terms
of first-trimester abortion., and for good' reason: we have
drawn the line not at birth, not at conception, but somewhere in between. Unfortunately, two consecutive right- ,
wing Presidents have had their chance at stacking the
Supreme Court,
and pro-lifers, with
their inherently
c·ontradictory, ab"A tooth is surely living human tissue,
solutist position of
yet we don't see any protesters outside
"personhood at
conception,"
may
dentist offices demanding an end to
soon impose their
tooth extraction. "---Sam Miller
views on us all.
Moves by the Court
this spring, and
machinations in a
not theology, so we need some other basis for defining few state legislatures, suggest a coming reconsideration
personhood. We might turn to legal precedent, but since of the Roe v. Wade decision that guaranteed access to
this whole argument is about either maintaining legal abortion. If Roe is overturned, it would be up to the
precedent, (pro-choice), or overturning it (pro-life), we individual state legislatures to decide on reproductive
can't use that either. What's left?
choice, and several of them have already shown themA scientific standard seems the obvious and most selves to be hostile territory. l:1 other words, it's conceivrational choice, and the most logical science to examine able that one day, a microscopic, day-old blob of cells
is that of the brain. If we change the question of may have more compelling rights than the woman it lies · ·
personhood into the less subjective measurement of within.
brain activity, it can be rewritten as "does the individual
If you think reproductive freedom is important, and
have a rich internal existence and sense of self, like that you'd like to get involved in the fight to defend that right,
of a functioning human being?" There is a considerable tell your congressman, and contact the National Abortion
range of brain activity that gives rise to a "rich internal Rights Action League, 30 South Main Street, Concord,
existence", so where do we draw the line? If we decide New Hampshire, 03301. Their phone number is 603the line is at a newly conceived fetus, which is a single- 228-1224. On campus, go to the office of Student For
celled creature, then we're either going to have to start Choice, room 115 in the MUB.
eating a little further down the food chain, or start refer-

~~---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:....-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_----,--,

Oooooohhh Amerikka ! !
Our newly found (likely soon to once again be
dumped) friends, the Kurds, execute unarmed Iraqi
prisoners. Sanc.. .:::::;,;. ,,;::::- ,•:•:• ::==··:?>:...,.;,
tions will of course
work against Haiti,
but
PLEASE,
:~/:: ::.:: w
wouldn't have
··· been effective a
. arc
9feri
few years ago
against that citadel of democracy, South Africa. This university held a
teach-,in some years ago at which some characters
promulgated that "sanctions don't work." Mightn't it all
have more to do with U.S. Realpolitik and less with
concern for simple human beings? And what is happening to those "newly free" East Germans whom are
supposed to be reaping the munificences of capitalism
(find out by reading Dorothy Rosenberg, "The Colonization of East Germany," Monthly Review, September 1991 ).
And then, right here at home, Bush will veto legislationpassed overwhelmingly in Congress-that would extend
unemployment benefits from the current paltry 20 weeks
to 46 weeks (barely bringing the U.S. into the league of
its European economic competitors). And pray tell, why

'W.

is it that the U.S. has the highest prison incarceration rate
in the world-surpassing even that of our historical, subimperial gendarme, South Africa? And, Robert Gates,
then #2 man in the CIA, did not know anything about his
agency's Iran-Contra operation? Either he is lying (most
likely) or incompetent (in which cases he should never be
confirmed-for more, see The Nation, October 14, 1991.
p.434). And so Iraq might've been shelling Kurdish
civilian areas? Didn't the U.S. do that just 40 years ago
in Germany, not to mention Hiroshima, in Southeast Asia
two decades ago, and currently in El Salvador and
Guatemala through its proxy armies-not to mention Iraq
in the Gulf Massacre.
·
Ooooohhh Amerikkka, wake up!! Get off your
MTV, your macho professional sports, your human interest
stories masquerading as news, your Valium and psychobabble, your unwillingness to take responsibility for your
actions, your ignorance. You can start even in the twilight
of your days of empire (which l~sted a scant or so years,
1945-1967).
Marc W Herold is an Assoc. Professor of Economic
Development at the University of New Hampshire.

... -- -- -- - - -- ---- -- ,

I
I
I
I
Sen. Robert C. Smith, 332 Senate
I
Dirkensen Office Building, Constitu- I

How to contact your
co~:

tion Avenue and First St., NE, Wash-I
ington, DC 20510, Tel. 202-224I
2841.
I

I
Sen. Warren Rudman, 530 Senate I
Hart Office Building, Constitution
I
Avenue and 2nd St., NE, WashingtonJ
DC 20510, Tel. 202-224-3324.
Rep. Dick Swett, 128 Cannon House
Office Building, 1st and Independence Avenue, SE, Washington, DC
20515, Tel. 202-225-5206.
Rep. Bill Zeliff, 512 Cannon House
Office Building, 1st and Independence Avenue, SE, Washington, DC
20515, Tel. 202-225-5456.

,_'-_-~------------~----------~----~----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~~----------~----~~~~--------~~----------~~------~--....::-'___. L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .... - .J

THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT:
Faculty submissions for the Forum page have been as scarce as qualified
Supreme Court Nominees (ahem!). Please submit opinion pieces to Room
151 in the MUB in Ali J.'s mailbox. Faculty, staff, administrators and
anyone else employed by the university is encouraged to write! Everyone else is also welcome to submit ! Just do i t . 2-3 typewritten, doublespaced pages. Please include your address and phone number. Thanks!!.

:[O~'llM:

Live free
and write.
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The UNH Book store
Invites you to a
6ookJigning party

for

-~
NOW OPEN

Where Authentic Clay
Ovens Cook Kaboos,
Curries, Breads and ,
vegetables spiced to our
liking!

10% off

Weekdays Mon-Thurs.
WITH THIS COUPON

EXP.OCT.31
Mon-thurs
Lunch 11-3
Dinner 4-10

~

BRU CE McM ILLA N
Autho r and Illustr ator
of many Fine Childr en's
Books and DCE
Instru ctor
OCTOBER 22nd 4:30 PM

.ADVIRFISING DIADLINIS
•Ads appearing in Friday's
paper must be in by 1p.m.
on Wednesday.
•Ads appearing in Tuesday's
paper must be in by 1 p.m.
on Friday.
THESE DEADLINES WERE
Nor MADI ro 81 BROKEN

Fri & Sat
Lunch 11-3
Dinner 4-11

55 Main St.
Su nd ay
Lunch Noon-3 Dover
Dinner 4-10 742-8306

~~~~

The Recreational Sports Departm ent would like
to send a very special ''11tank You'' to
everyone involved in the 13th Annual lOK
Homecom ing Road Race, Saturday October 12,
1991. YOU DID A _TERRIFIC JOB!!
Joan Auren
Michael Bartkiewicz
Annie Brown
Mandi Bruce
Kathy Casler
Mida Chase
Andrea Cipoletti
Kristy Cote
Sylvia Crossan
Robin Drown
Alissa Drury
. Lori Evans
Brian Gallagher
Kevin Gordon
Tracy Harding

Katherine Hinman
Kim Healey
David Leach
Mark Leonard
Alison Lyle
Mandy McPhail
Rebecca Mendis
Jim Miller
Courtney Moore
Denise Moynihan
Carol Mueller
Jen O'Brien
Jim O'Brien

Ryan O'Donnell
Lois Pancost
Andy Parr
Tom Parker
Chris Redmond
Julie Rosenthal
Jeannie Sell
Keith St. Cyr
Paul Towle
Nancy Tullar
Liesl vonGruenigen
John Wilson
Chris Woodbury
Phil Zarum
John Zimmer

We would also like to thank the

busine sses that graciously sponso red
this race, including:
UNH Alumni Office
Attitash
Benjamin's
Burger King
Coca-Cola, Inc.
UNH Dairy Bar
Deke's Ski Outlet

Durham Fitness Center
George & Phillips
Glory Daze
Gold's Gym, Dover
Hayden Sports
Licker Store

Louise's Sport Shop
New England Center
Olympia Sports Center
Shaw's
Smitty's Sunoco
Week's Dairy

*The shirts were printed by Unique Sportswear.
*The finishline management was provided by Granite State
SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!!
Race Services.

~

. '

•::·.

1~
., · The Seacoast's Only Bagel Bakery

~

CW E~ 9\[ o'W
S'E~ o/I9 \l<;i V'E LI
p L_5ZL'1 '2 'E$. S

~S ~t ;-, ;~~ ¥~ ~
Serves 20-25
Hearty serving s of Baked Virgini a Ham
and Domest ic Swiss.

~r ~-~~;ux~SJ

Always Popula r!

1

1

Serves 20-25
A combo of Baked Virgini a Ham, Extra
Lean Corned Beef, Freshly Baked
Turkey Breast, Importe d Provolo ne
and Domest ic Swiss.
A real crowd leaser!
Please call 3 days in advance
Mill Road Plaza Durham

868-14 24
M-F 6:30 - 7 pm
9 Market St.

S+ S 6:30 - 6 pm

Commercial Alley

Portsmouth, N

431-58 53

~ Put in )'ou r 2¢ wor th.
Wri te a lette r to the edit or or •·
to the Foru m.

.....C. . . .~~.
.. ..
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SPINELLI COMPANIES CINEMAS

.s
• STRAND 1-2-3
I C1
20 THIRD STREET, DOVER

SEMESTER AT SEA

TEL. 749-4123

Freddy's Dead
eve. 6:40, 8:40 Mat. Sat & Sun 1:00, 3:00

- Terminator
II
R
eve. 6:30, 9:00

mat. Sat & Sun
12:30, 2:35

Bingo G

101

Dalmations Robin Hood
eve. 6:35, 9:05

Doc Hollywood

A Voyage of Discovery

eve. 7:00, 9:05 mat Sat & Sun 4:55 PG-13

rrfie Super R
ve. 6:45, s:55 mat Sat

Sun 12:40, 2:40, 4:40

The

Commitments

eve. 6:40, 9:00 Mat Sat
& Sun 12:20, 2:40 R

eve. 6:30, 8:50 mat Sat &
Sun 12:30, 2:50

Semester at Sea is pleased to announce that Archbishop Desmond Tutu will serve as
a guest lecturer on the upcoming Spring 1992 voyage. His participation will provide
students with invaluable insight into the changes taking place in South Africa as they
prepare for their visit to Capetown. You have the opportunity to be a part of that
shipboard community.

JR_ J1. C ~ CC fill e

R

Bingo

Each fall and spring undergraduates from across the U.S. and abroad live and learn
together aboard the S.S. Universe, an 18,000 ton ship equipped as a floating campus.
During this 100 day voyage you can earn 12-15 transferable credits, choosing from
more than 50 lower and upper division courses. Experience an itinerary as culturally
diverse as Venezuela, Brazil, South Africa, Kenya, India, Malaysia, Hong

mat. Sat & Sun

12:50. 3:00

PRiffiwJRKS
-

•
•
•
•

Kong, Taiwan and Japan.
For full information and application write or call:
Semester at Sea
University of Pittsburgh
811 William Pitt Union
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
800-854-0195 or 412-648-7490

Custom T -Shirts & lmprinteJ Sportswear
Promotional Advertising
Phone
Full-Color Brochures
Portsmouth
Signs & Banners
431--8319

Space is available for the Spring 1992 voyage departing Nassau on January 28, 1992.
Apply now, then prepare for the learning adventure of a lifetime

;\r'Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards? Now you can have two of the most recognJzed and
accepted credit cards In the mrld ...Vlsa® and MasterCard®
credit cards.. .''ln your name." EVEN IFYOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1URNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT
STORES-TIJITION-ENTERTAI NM ENTEMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURAN TS-HOTELS-MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENTALSREPAIRS-AND TO BUIID YOUR CREDIT RATING!

GUAAANTEEDI

SERVICES, \NC.

VISA/MASTERCARD
CU~IIANTHD ISIUI
OIi IIONIY IACK

Approval absolutely guaranteed so

-----------STUDENT SERVICES,PO BOX-----------2596,HOLLYWOOD,Fl 33022YES!

1

IwantVISA®/MASTERCARD ~Credtt

Cams. Enclosed find $15 which Is 100% refundable If not
approved Immediately.

NAME
ADDRESS
CrIY

STATE -ZIP - - -

PHONE _ _ _ _ .S . S . # - - - - - SIGNATURE - - - - - - - - - - NOTE: MasterCard Is a rcgtstcn:d trademark rl MasterCard International Inc.
Visa Is a registered trademark ol VISA USA. Inc. and VISA International
Scrvtces MSoelatlon.

1000/o GUARANTEED!

~-~-----------------~------------------------•~t-11 • i: ifJ :t•1;1f1:13•i•ia•l:l i•i·t·\1
ATTENTI

Put in your 2¢ worth.
Write aletter to the editor or
to the Forum.

The
Student
Senate will
be

changing
its meeting
time this
week due
to the

Squeeze cone

TENTION:

We will
meet in
McConnell
212 on
Sunday at
5 p.m.
instead of
6 p.m.

The UNH Bookstore
Presents

STO.RV HOUR!
Every Saturday
11 AM
At the University
Bookstore for
Children Age 3-6
Please Call
862-2140 to sign up
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drinkin' ~uddies
CHECK our THE
GIRL IN BLACK\

\
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WHICH ONE?

' /,-......a----.1_, .'

THflT'S KEG
Mfl5TER'5 SISTER.

-SHE'S

HOT/

HI, I'M THROWING A KEG Pf/RTY
TONIGHT IN HONOR OF YOUR
Lfl

I GUESS
I

NO!

._......_-

by D Timothy Poisson
&l©NJ ITll..M@ .$tfrE£>
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ESP and all that stuff?
by Lind~ Hyatt
More than once I've gotten
that feeling.
The feeling that someone was
looking at me.
And when I looked up,
someone was usually looking at
me.
Why dqes this happen?
It happened the other day. I
was reading a book. My friend was
working on a computer. I got that
feeling.Ilookedup.Hewaslooking
at me. We laughed.
It got us thinking.
He argues that there is some
kind of hidden comqmnication,

something that connects people.
ESP.
Maybe.
But if there's ESP then what
else is there? Are there ghosts?
Telekinesis? Demonic possession?
The show 20/20 seems to believe that demonic possession is
possible.Likemanyothersaround
the nation, I tried to stay away
from watching the live coverage
of an exorcism last spring. But,
sure enough when I tuned into the
11 p.m. news, I saw excerpts from
it.

It bothered me for weeks.

I kept seeing the news clip in
rpy mind. I like to think I'm a
relatively sane person. I like to
believe that demonic possession
and ghosts don't exist.
So, I tried not to think about it.
But, then I thought of a friend
from home who swears on a stack
of Bibles that she has seen ghosts.
She said she "senses" things. When
we were in junior h1gh, she used to
visit graveyards. Maybe it's because she's a writer. She always
said looking at gravestones gave
her ideas for stories.
My great grandmother sup-

posedl y saw a ghost when she was
lying on her deathbed. A man
dressed in a military uniform came
to her bedside and said "Ava, everything is going to be okay." Later,
when my great grandfather came
home, she told him the story and
described the man to him. My great
grandfather listened and grew pale.
The man my great grandmother
described fit perfectly the description of his father, who had died
while in uniform.
And then there's my uncle
who held a seance with some of his
high school friends. They wanted

to call back a friend who had died
in high school. They asked for a
sign. Tapping came from the mirror behind them. When they
looked, they said they saw their
dead friend tapping out at them.
These are all people I love,
who are also relatively sane. Were
they all hallucinating?
Today, I was sitting in class.
and I got that feeling.
ESP?
Maybe.

Random Writings is a column written by TNH staff, and represents the byproducts of
otherwise useful and respectable work at this newspaper.
1

Approach Laphos with caution.
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ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick
ANP l>ON'T M~KE
THE CHEC.\< C\Tf TO

oyr

"!<IDS': ~t\\<E \T
TO '' YOUNG ADULT
IN{>IVIDVALS ~'

1'VE BEGUN A HUN6ER
STRII<£ UNTIL MY .PARENTS
C~~E IN TO 1HE DEMt\NDS OF
TH£ (HILDREN 1S L\BER~lioN
ORGANl'Zf\TION.

l'VE t>EC\DED 10

SW\1-CH 10 ~ 1
\l M'< SVrP£R'

ST.
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LASSIFIED ADS
lYICJB
. ·$()2;;[323; RM t5f,

. . $~ J>er 20 wotf].s. .
HELP

WANTED
Models Wanted by Folio Photography for Commercial & Poster
Assignments. Call (603) 666-9033
or (207) 870-9797. We place
models with agencies worldwide.
RAISE $500 ... $1,000 ... $1,500
FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING
For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.
Absolutely no investment required!
· ACT NOW FOR THE CHANCE
TO WIN A CARIBBEAN
CRUISE AND FABULOUS
• PRIZES!
CALL 1-800-950-8472, EXT. 50.

Working student position available
at active Hunter/Jumper training
stable 3 miles from campus.
Flexible hours. Riding and lessons
in exchange for work. Contact
Beth or Dennis 742-3377.
Handy man for horse farm near
campus. Low pay, interesting
work, flexible hours. Contact Beth
or Dennis. 742-3377.
CAMPUS REPS -WANTED!!!
Earn valuable experience, travel

and meet new people! Sell winter/
spring break packages to Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Margarita Is_land. From $369- BEST COMMISSIONS PAID!
SUN SPLASH TOURS
1-800-426-7710.
Travel Sales Representative-STS,
the leader in collegiate travel needs
motivated individuals and groups
to promote Winter/Spring Break
Trips. For Information call STS,
Ithaca, NY at 1-800-648-4549.
CAR STEREO SALES. VOICE
OF THE ROAD IS SEEKING
MOTIVATED, PART TIME
SALES PEOPLE STUDENT
HOURS, STRONG COMMISSION PLAN CALL: 335-2024
FOR INTERVIEW.

IU

SERVICES

I

Birthright for pregnancy help

r

- free and confidential. 868-1607.
ORION RECORDING - Full service studio for production, writers, and performers. Eight track
and digital two track. $25/hour.
Peter Leavenworth-, 659-2495.

Horse boarding - $170/month
full board with turnout, box stalls,
riding ring, miles of trails along
the Bellamy River. Ten minutes
from campus. Trucking, lessons,
and training available. Call and
visit - 742-6533.
Professional word processing/
typesetting for reports, theses,
correspondence. Tape transcription, database, laser printing, experienced; quick return. Janet
Boyle 659-3578.

I HOUSING

~I

FOR RENT -Furnished 2 bedroom
trailer. No damage deposit! 15
minutes from Durham. $500/
month plus utilities 742-3349.
DURHAM/LEE UNH AREA 1
and 2 bedroom mobile home. $335
per month 1st and last month. No
dogs 742-7057.
DURHAM-STUDENT HOUSING - Walk to campus. Nice
country location w/plenty of
parking. 3 BR Available with
kitchen and living room. Call
Elaine at 335-2685 or 332-2568.
1 Bedroom Basement Apartment.
Available Jan. 1992, short walk,
private entrance, kitchen, living
room, bath, bedroom. $300 month
plus utilities. 654-5146.
3 bedroom home up to 4 people
available Jan. 1992, very easy
walk, oil, heat, woodstove. $810/
month. 868-2356.

I 111\i FORSALE
TRUCKOODGERAM501985 5
SPD.FIBERGLASSCAP,LONG
BED, AM/FM RADIO, NEW
TIRES, NEW SHOCKS $600.
CALL 868-7091 LEAVE MESSAGE.

or best offer! Call 862-5995. Ask 2527 X619 & LEAVE NAME,
ADDRESS AND PHONE#.
for Jamie.
Ceramic Kiln Crusader (model FOR SALE 1992 ROSSIGNOL
2709) outside diameter twenty-six 75K ALALOM RACING SKIS
by thirty-two. Call 335-4890 for WORLD CUP CHAMPION
BRAND NEW /YOU PICK
more info.
LENGTH.ASKING $325. DAYSLOUD SOUND! Jensen speakers! 926-6999.
60 watts/channel w/outrageous
bass!!$75bucksorbestoffer.Call FOR SALE 1980 VW Rabbit, 5
speed, runs nicely, just inspected,
Jamie 862-5995.
new tires, one owner. $400. 868MORE THAN THREE MILLION 2385.
PEOPLE CAN'T BE WRONGFAST FOOD OF THE 90'S LOFT FOR SALE-Very sturdy but
THAT'S ACTUALLY NUTRI- easy to put up and take down.
TIOUS AND FILLING HAS $69.99 or best offer. Call 868ARRIVED IN AMERICA. HIGH 7344.

Wholesale
Screen printing
& Embroidery
We have all ·

the '_.
fundraising
products
you NEED!!
Special Group
Rates for UNH

Now at Durham
Fitness Center
• · Full time Rep
• Artist on Staff
• Free Pick-up &
Delivery

868-6605

ENERGY-FAST, SAFE, AND
EASY.FOURTEEN DIFFERENT
MEALS TO CHOOSE FROM.
THE VERY LATEST IN FOOD
TECHNOLOGY MIX-IN-A1977 VW Camper Bus, 3rd owner MINUTE MEALS. NO MATTER
89 ,000 original miles, new exhaust, HOW MANY DIFFERENT DInew front brakes, newly tuned-up, ETS YOU'VE BEEN ON BEsleeps 4. Closets, refrig, and sink, FORE, YOU'LL LOVE THIS
great interior, no rust, excellent ONE BECAUSE IT WORKS!
condition. I'm moving overseas. MUST TRY TO FULLY APPREBest reasonable offer takes it 742- CIATE. SEND FOR FREE 16PAGE BOOKLET, $1.50 FOR
2421.
MEDICAL SUMMARY OR
For Sale-Honda Scooter. Red & $6.50 FOR "THE AMAZING
white. Great condition. Must seei-: MICRODIET BOOK" (AN INVALUABLE AID) THE AMAZ$250 Call 743-4549.
ING MICRODIET INDEPENTUNES! Sherwood Amplifier DENT ADVISOR, 5 WILDReciever. Surround sound, video WOOD LA., AMHERST, N.H.
compatible, 50 watts/channel. $85 03031 OR PHONE 1-800-927

RAT pedal for sale, only $20 Call
743-0890.

IPERSONALS

ih I

That which is honorable, beautiful
and highest endures ...Happy 94th
Founder's Day Kappa Delta!
Phi Kappa Theta: Roses are red,
Violets are blue, Homecoming was
great, Kappa Delta says "ThankYou!"
To all those dedicated execs on
SCOPE. Good Luck with the
Squeeze concert on Sunday!
To Paul theIAStudentRep- Thanks
so much!!! Talking to you was a
great big help! M.
Lisa Barriault - Lets discuss those
beer bottles that keep appearing on
your car. I think we need to have a
conference. Is your ear touching
your shoulder? Do me a favor and
clean our room. You're the best.
Love-Tine.

Donna Corren ti - I'm so psyched to
have you far a little sister. Get
EXCHANGE-EXCHANGEready for fun with Alpha Phi. Tine.
EXCHANGE Spring '92. San
Diego State, UC, Santa Cruz and
REBECCAIS ABIG PALOOGA!
others. Application Deadline,
Oct.25~ 862-3485 or TDD 862Paul is a man of talent and charm,
2607.
who I'm sure could do absolutely
no harm. Why then does he insist
Do you Love going to MUSO
on being such a caddy pest? Why
Movie Pass!! $10 for SAFO studon't you just take a rest Paul!
dents. $20 for everybody else.
Learn to just accept it all. You'll
Good for 15 movies!!!
never win my love as long as the
gods above grant me the strength
UNH WOMEN'S RUGBY vs.
when a push comes to shove.
UVM-Home at 3:30 p.m. on Saturday. Field is behind the tennis
HEIDI!!! Feliz cumpleanos;
courts. Come watch Elegant VioBonne Anniversaire; Alles Gute
lence! YEAH BLUE!
zum Geburtstag; Happy Birthday!!! -HAPPY 21ST BIRTHRick Cabral and Jay Nadeau!
DAY!!! Have FUN - I hope you
We've been waiting for quite a
don't find it necessary to use any
while. Are you ready for a romantic
Hipercor bags because I don't have
evening? Because WE ARE!!
any.
Love, KP+ AB.
Jeff Kempner - The countdown is
Kelly's Bake Shop - Homemade
over...Happy 21st Birthday!! Love
Goodies right here on campus!
you lots, Tina and Bengi.
Large variety of breads, pastries,
muffins, cookies, cakes, cupcakes,
Shauna- Every time I walk by the
pies ... You name it. Ask about
New Hampshire door I catch a
weekly specials. Very reasonable
glimpse of your beauty. I have never
prices. Free Delivery. Please call
had the courage to come inside, to
in advance. 862-8722 or 74 2-4662
approach you, to think myself
- Leave message.
worthyofyourattention. Justknow
that someone is watching you and
JILL F, BARB R, KATHY I, you
wanting you.
guys are the greatest! Thanks for
making my first 3 weeks at Kappa
PHI KAP'S DAYTONA MARADelta so memorable and comfortTHON -A $500 cash prize will be
able. Love & A.O.T. (whatever
awarded to the organization/dorm
that means?) Stacie C.
floor with the most participants.
Thank you Phi Kappa Theta for an
awesome Homecoming! Love,
The Sisters of Kappa Delta.

Thanks Tony, Betsy, Jim B.,
Marsha, Pam and Anne!! You guys
are awesome!! Hey Anne do you
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smell horse sh-t?? Thanks everyone.

fare from US Air. How bad do you
want it? Pre-registration person
Glenn Brown 868-6972.

To the members of CAB, you all
did a hell of a job!! Thank you so
much!! You make my job enjoyable. I don't know what I would do
without you. Great job Pam, Thank
Ron.

Coming November 1 - Granite
State Room - PHI KAPPA THETA
presents the DAYTONA MARATHON - a dance marathon to
benefit SHARPP.

Kappa Sig, thanks for helping with
the boo fire! Thank you cheerleaders, football team and band.
We appreciated your help.

Rebecca - Her tall, slender legs
extend to the far reaching corners
of the earth, too bad her mouth
does as well.

The campus activities board would
personally like to thank all those
people who were involved in
homecoming!! Thank you!!

Kelldog, Kellmeister, theKellster,
that rendevouz at the language lab
was swell. In the day that has gone
by since I last talked to you, Sylvia
has been potty trained, learned to
play the violin and can recite
Shakespeare. Kids grow up fast,
let me tell you. Why the violin? I
don't know....

ACP - Happy 21st! Wish I was
there. Missing you! KEO.
THETA'S
KAPPA
PHI
DAYTONA MARATHON - Final
standing 2 person team will win a
4 day/3 night stay at the Daytona
Beach Marriott with roundtrip air-
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22,000 Sq. Ft. of BRAND NAME FOOTWEAR
AT EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES!
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To all my greatroommates ... thanks
for listening and supporting me.
You're all the best!!-G.M.

The New Hampsh ire

SHE'S ABOUT TO DISCOVER THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HISTORY AND THE
WAY PEOPLE REMEMBER IT.

SUNDAY
October 20,
Strafford Rm.,
MUB
"SAVAGELY
ORIGINAL!"
-Glenn Collins,

THE NEW YORK TIMES

>

$1 SAFO student s with I.D.
$2 non-stud ent~ and patriots
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Football

Yankee Conference Standings

Team

·

liiniliillii111

Y.C.

Points

1

Massachusetts

Opponent

Overall

Points

Opponent

Next Opponent

1

1

i■11 11 1 1 1 1:1t1 1 1 1 1 11i111

1
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2-2
46
51
2-4
73
97
at UConn

Richmond

1-3

37

98

1-4

64

136

BU

Connecticut

0-2

29

56

1-4

106

146

UMass

Results from 10/12/91
UNH 34
Richmond 0

Delaware 35
BU 21

URI · 17
UMass 14

Rutgers 40
Maine 17

BC 33
Louisville 3

Holy Cross 23
· Dartmouth 6

UNH Statistics

~

Rushing

Att.

Gain Lost Net

Bourassa
·c ripps
McClinton
Gallagher
TOTALS

125
36
19
16
196

703
139
95
92
1029

25
0
2
4
31

Punt/Kick Returns

No.

Yards

Bryan
Bourassa

24
10

245
365

678
139
93
88
998

TD

Long

Passing

10
1
1
0
12

44
18
22
33
44

Griffin

Punting

No.

Yards

Avg.

Long

Gordon
Kutz

16
22

541
712

33.8
32.4

43
49

Att.

Made

Long

3

32

Field Goals

3

Hjelte

Soccer

Yards

188-106-7

1552

TD Long Sacks
14

86

Pass Receiving

No.

Yards

TD

Long

Perry
Bourassa
Gamble
Gallagher
Chmura
Mc Clinton
TOTALS

29
23
21
15
11
3
102

522
269
344
207
151
23
1516

5
2
3
2
2
0
14

86
58
61
44
38
3
86

3

Defense Top Three Tacklers
54
McGrath
41
Sabb
Concannon
Tie:

Field Hockey

BU 1 UNH 1
BU, 4-0
at Durham
at Durham
BU .......... 1 0 0 0 - 1
BU ..................0 0 - 0
UNH .......O 1 0 0 - 1
UNH(4-6-3) ........ 0 0 .- 0
Scoring: BU,
Scoring: BU,
Lynette Ruck, 16:37
· Defelipe 56:39; BU,
(penalty shot). UNH,
Verplancke 72: 10; BU,
Okereke 79:35; BU, Fuller
Kathy Cortez, 6:18.
81:19.
Shots: UNH 22;
Shots: UNH, 5; BU,
BU 19.
16.
Saves: UNH,
Soccer Notes
Gina Gioffre 10; BU,
Forward Mike
11.
Veneto of the men's
Men's Hockey
soccer team earned the .
Tickets
North Atlantic ConferIf you have an
ence Rookie of the
athletic pass, and want
Week honors on Tuesyour hockey tickets, you
day.
must pick them up
Veneto is second between Mon.-Wed.
< in the NAC and New .
before home games.
· England in goals with
Go to room 148
eight and third in points of the field house and
with 17.
. present your student ID
and athletic pass. You
Veneto scored
twice in the ·Wildcats 4- will receive one ticket
per pass. The office is
0 victory over Proviopen 8:30-12 & 1-· 5:30.
dence

Att.-Comp.-Int.

Tennis

••

Men

33,

Dunn 33

Lambert
Meadowlands
Trophy poll

lost to ort eastern
University 7-2 on .
By the AP. Presented to
Tuesday. The team is
the top footbaH teams in
now 0-6 on the year.
· the Northeast..
Marc Bassette
Division I-AA
won 6-2, 6-1 against
1. Villanova
5-0-0
Curtis Meyer. Bassette 2. Holy Cross
5-0-0
also teamed up with
3. UNH
5-1-1
4.
Lehigh
5-0-0
D .J. Record to defeat
5. Delaware
5-1-0
David Braka and
(tie )JMU
5-1-0
Kevin Kotolly 6-2, 6-

3.

Volleyball
Women
UNH defeated
Colby-Sawyer College
Tuesday, 3-0, in
women's volleyball.
The 'Cats won the
three games by the
score of 15-2, 15-8,
and 15-3.
Jen Samuelson
nailed six aces for the
'Cats.

7. Princeton
8. Will. & Mary
9. Yale
10. Dartmouth

4-0-0
3-3-0
3-1-0
2-2-0

The Wildcats'
Schedule
Sept. 7 at Marshall 23-24
Sept.14 *UCONN 21-16
Sept. 21 Hofstra 48-28
Sept. 28 *Maine
38-20
Oct. S *at Delaw. 45-28
Oct. 12 *Richmond 34-0
Oct.19 Open
Oct. 26 at Northeastern
Nov. 2 *Boston Univ.
Nov. 9 *at Villanova
Nov. 16 *Rhode Island
Nov. 23 *at UMASS

Football Poll
NCAA 1-AA:
Team

Record

1. Nevada
6-0
2. E. Kentucky
5-1
3. Holy Cross
5-0
4. Villanova
5-0
5. North Iowa
5-1
6. Sam Houston
4-0-1
7. Middle Tenn.
4-1
8. Marshall
4-1
9. Furman
5-1
10. James Madison 5-1
11. Alabama St.
4-0-1
12. UNH
5-1
13. Boise St.
4-1
14. Delaware
5-1
15. NE Louisiana 4-1-1
16. Appalachian St. 5-2
17. Western Illinois 4-1-1
Weber St.
5-1
19. Miss. Valley St 6-0
20. Lehigh
5-0

atwalk Report
The attendance
for Saturday's game was
11,077. The attendance
needed to get up to the
9,100 average for the rest
or' the games is now
10,038 per game.

\
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M1dn1ght showtime for men's hoop
Team gives fans a slam dunk of a time

osadi Caldwell dunks his way to the title (Amy Kinsella Photo.)

on dunk where Caldwell cleared
two of his teammates perched on
the floor. Shaft Lewis accepted
runner-up honors, but his 360 degree jam jolted fans from their
seats.
For starters, the early birds
were treated to Monday Night
Football at 9 p.m. on a wide screen
TV, while Odibe McDowell conducted a 'CBS sports' authorized
trivia contest. Trivia buffs were
Once again the UNH men's awarded prizes including shirts
basketball team kicked off the by Nike and the hoop team. Glenn
season with its first practice at the Hauser, representing Rapaho
stroke of midnight. The festivi- CommunityCollegewalkedaway
ties began Monday night at 9 p.m. with top trivia honors and Steve
when Lundholm Gym trans- Moore took second before the
formed into another rendition of suspensed gathering. Other fes"Midnight Madness".
ti vi ties included free throws, half
Just prior to f!!idnight, the court shots, and three on three
lights went out and the countdown contests.
began, marking the first official '
All in all, the night marked
practice of the season. At least success for the men's basketball
300 hardcore fans witnessed the program. "I think it was definitely
debut of the 1991-92 Wildcats and a success, our objective was to get
before the night ended, spectators people thinking about UNH baswere treated to a dunk contest, 3- ketball, the fact that we did get a
point shootout and a handful of fair amount of people to show up,
drills performed by the 'Cats.
there'snodoubtinmyminditwas
Newcomer Mosadi Caldwell a success," said Doug Brown, the
was the first to electrify the audi- director of marketing and promoence with an array of dunks of tions. "The whole purpose is rewhich Dee Brown would have allytopeakpeople'sinterestabout
been proud. Highlighting his rep- UNH basketball, you get the
ertoire was a high-flying straight unique fan that'll come out a

Golf loses grip in ECAC's
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Team struggles to 16th place
By Bryan Mitchell

TNH Staff
At least the UNH men's golf
team made it back to New Hampshire in one piece. The team had
a rough golf tournament, on a cruel
course, in a tough town.
The Wildcat's finished 16th
out of 19 teams at the ECAC Golf
Championships held this past
Sunday and Monday at Yale
Country Club in New Haven,
Connecticut.
The University of Indiana at
Pennsylvania took home the 1991
ECAC title with a two-day total
score of 609. The Wildcats ended
up in the back of the pack, 36
strokes behind the winner. Their
score of 645 dropped them into a
three way tie for 16th place with
Rutgers University and Ramapo
College.
The only bright spots, in an
otherwise dismal tournament,
were Captain Brian Thompson and
freshman Denny Boys. The
Wildcat's captain fired a two-day
total of 153, and captured 12th
place honors in the individual

scoring. Boys finished the tourney with a solid 162. Senior Mike
Korcuba wasn't far behind Boys
with a 163. The other two freshmen, Tyler Spring (169) and Evan
Scobie (170), played poorly in
their firstECAC Golf Championships.
"Evan was having problems
with his sore arm, but I don't think
he really wanted to be there," said
Coach Ken Pope. "He didn't
complain, but mentally he wasn't
there."
In fact, nothing was really
there for the Wildcats. Even the
Yale Country Club course had a
nasty way of wearing a player
down mentally and physically. .
"This is a tough par 70
course," said Pope. "You have to
play it a couple of times to get the
feel of the course."
The course was in fine condition. It was the huge greens,
extremely long par three's, difficult pin placements and strong
winds on Monday that transformed
this course into a golfer's nightmare.
The Wildcats are trying to

midnight, you might call him the
'true-fan'".
Co-captains for this year's
team will be junior Bryant Davis
and senior Bob Cummins. After
the madness, Davis commented_,.
on the inaugural practice of the
season. He said, "It felt good to
get l]a<Jc in the swing of things, a
chance to run up and down some,
see what kind of crowd support
we could get. We had two years
where we've been trying to
progress, now it's time to make
our move."
The team returns twelve lettermen while five newcomers will
press for playing time. The pace
should prove to b e exciting and
uptempo this season as the new
faces on the team look to run and
gun. Assistant coach Paul Faison
said the team camaraderie "has
been great" and the team will
have no choice but to quicken the
sty le of play. On the night, Faison '
expressed his appreciation for the
fans. "I th<;mght tonight was beautiful, as far as the fans, you can't
ask for a better crowd than that to
start."
The Wildcats open the cam- ,
paign on the road at Providence
on Nov. 23 and will return to entertain Yale on Nov. 26 in
Lundholm Gym at 8:15 p.m.
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turn its backs on this past . . •. 1. d
weekend's
performance.
now
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sights set onThey
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New England Golf Championships. Forty-eight New England
teamswillbecompetingfromOct. p ····•···. r .· . "It' · • tih t <./ { .
20 to Oct. 22 on the two oceanside . n:a!i~
courses at New Seabury Country score.''
Club.
The rest of the
-- . · · .·. d...th e saille w1
· ·th
·.
"Brian and Danny have been fir~th.~..· lf
. reinanw
..
playing well lately, so I'm defi- BU getting to the ball much
nitely taking them," said Pope. qujclcer than.UNH. During the '•
"It's been a disappointing last few halftH11e, Balduc~i was sure to let .
weeks after such a great s~t. The her P!~yers kn.ow thafitwas time
upperclassmen haven't been to·staitplayingwith more intensity.
making a good effort near the end
''I said we wete
of the season."
giving up too many opportunities
Pope is holding an 18-hole and that we needed to start playplayoff today at Portsmouth ingwithmoreaggressivenss,"said
Country Club to fill the final spots. Balducci. "I told them that we
It's simple, the top three finishers were not sticking to our accomgo to New Seabury Country Club plishrnents which hc1ve worked
for what will hopefully be a couple well in the past." · ·
of days of fun in the Cape Cod
In the beginSun.
ningofthesecondhalf,Balduc~i's

srt~ps2tlorn::ai/; .· •·

cru.ri¢llpWitllas.coree;,ven#teta
ten:•m111ute Overtime
teh
rilfrfote sudden death overiime.
So What does
· the teanrdo now? Should it iook
.........· •· . . . . · . . .......... •• . .·.. ,.,__ . . . .
afits VCR tapes ofits two wins
ovetUConnaridNortheastern to
"find the inte~sity level it consistei:itly;.needs to pfay l)ack to.b~ck '"

and . a

·aggressiv~ wins:
~•1 think we jt1st
need to regroup to mentally pre~
pareourselvesfqrthenextgame,"
said Balducci. "We can't come .)
out hungry forjuslihe big games
arid play flatagafostthe unranked
teams."
This Saturday
UNHplaysDrexelinatoughNAC
contestbeginninfat l . p.m.
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Field hockey
ranked 9th
Double overtime duel results in tie with BU ·
team knows what the problem is, it
• By Michael Hayward
TNH Staff
just can't pinpoint how to solve it.
How can a team who is ranked
The problem? After coming
in the top ten have a problem? The out with a very impressive 3-1
over 12th ranked North-

eastern Saturday, UNH, now
ranked 9th in the nation, came out
flat against unranked Boston University on Tuesday to play to a II tie. The team as~ whole can1_1ot

figure out why they can gear
themselves mentally for a big
game like Northeastern, and
then come out physically for
the next game, but not mentally.
"I don't know what it is, or
why it is a problem with us,"
said senior tri-captain Brenda
Canning. "I don't think it is a
motivation problem, it has got
to be something else. We get
ourselves mentally prepared
before games with songs that
mean something to us as a team.
But sometimes, even during
warmups, I can tell if we are
going to play well or not. so I
can't really tell what the problem is."
"It definitely isn't something physical that is ruining
our game," said senior goaltender Gina Gioffre. It is a mental problem that we are having
a problem with. It isn't one or
two players that are slowing up,
it is a team problem that we
must figure out."
CoachRobinBalducci sees
it the same way. but her response was directed more to-

ward the problem of aggressiveness.
"BU out played us, " said
Balducci. "We didn't work hard
enough to.get the ball in our possession to try and create opportunities to score. We came out men~
tally unprepared and ended up not
focusing on our type of game. We
need to be more hungry even when
we face a quality team like BU
who is unranked."
The atmosphere that UNH
developed during its match up with
Northeastern was completely
turned in the opposite direction
while facing BU. It was as if
everyone on the team woke up
Tuesday morning with the feeling
that this game wouldn't be pointing in their favor.
The first half was a perfect
example of this. UNH came out
onto the field flat and was having
trouble keeping the ball in their
possession. Even thou'gh theplayers seemed to be running hard
and tried to create plays, the intensity level just wasn't there. UNH
couldn 'tkeep the ball long enough
to dominate the field of play, let

return and watch the first official
practice.
The basketball team's
practices are underway. The men's
basketball has a reputation to
change. "Midnight Madness is just

the beginning," said Faison.
"Give us a chance to
show you what we have," said
Powell. "You'll never know if
you don't even give us that
chance."

A mad midnight success:
By Erin Farrell
TNH Staff
Five, four, three, two,
one ... it's midnight madness.
The UNH basketball
team had its first official practice
""- Monday night at twelve midnight.
The NCAA (National
CollegeAthleticAssociation) says
that no basketball team can hold
an official practice before October 15. This is what Midnight
Madness is all about.
Doug Brown, head of
promotions and marketing, said
that Midnight Madness is to create exposure and heighten awareness about the basketball team.
"It's not to see how many
people we can pack into a gym or
even to make money, it's to get
people talking about basketball,"
said Brown.
More than 300 fans were
night Brown said.
Monday
there
"Coming off a big weekend like
,, homecoming that's a big crowd to
show up at midnight and on
Monday," said Brown.
Brown said they had
( , something for everyone: 25 cent
hotdogs and 50 cent drinks. There
was also a sports trivia challenge,
Monday night football on a big
screen TV, the finals of the Hunter/
Lord Hall three on three basket-

ball tournament, and a half court
shooting contest.
This is the third year that
UNH has had Midnight Madness.
Brown said that it started when
head coach Jim Boylan arrived.
"Knowing the history and
lack of success of the basketball
team, we thought it would be a big
flop," said Brown. "But it's been
very successful."
Assistant coach Paul
Faison said that he doesn't think
people have given the basketball
program a fair chance.
"When people show up
us, like at Midnight
support
and
Madness, then they usually get
rewarded," said Faison.
He said that he wants to
go on with the future and put the
past behind. "We've made tremertdous progress with the turnouts at games," said Faison. "If
300 people sat there Monday night
and cheered, that's definitely a
positive sign."
Coach Faison was happy
with the turnout and thought it was
a great success. He also hopes that
· it generated an interest and gave
students a chance to preview what
UNH has for talent.
Jose Powell, a freshman
on the basketball team, said he was
excited to get the season under-

way. "I was frustrated, and
wanted to just get the season
started," said Powell.
Based on last years
record and student body perception of the basketball team,
Powell said that he didn't want
to see only three people in the
stands.
Pat Manor, a junior on
the team, said that Midnight
Madness is a good way to get
the campus involved with the
team. "We try to show people
that we are fun to watch," said
Manor.
He said that he was
pleased and that Midnight
Madness drew a "Good sized
crowd for twelve at night."
Manor said that it is a
good way to get people psyched
about basketball, not just the
fans, but the players too. He
said that he thinks the team will
be better this year, especially
with the new-freshman.
Coach Faison said that
he hopes Midnight Madness
will continue and become a big
tradition. "We hope to pack the
place and make it a fun night,"
said Faison.
Manor said that the
team should get better, and as
an alumni he would definitely

FIELD HOCKEY, see page 23
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